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The International Conference „Electric Mobility Going
Global“, hosted by the German federal government,
took place on May 27 and 28, 2013. The German
government is still sticking to its plans to have more
than one million electric cars on German roads by
2020. Germany, too, is eager to become a leading
provider and market for electric mobility. And what‘s
more: These goals can still be achieved as repeatedly stated by Angela Merkel.

International Fair for Electric
Mobility and Hybrid

What a statement and what a good goal! For we
require electric mobility more than ever. It is key to
future traffic. Advancing into future markets is advantageous not only to the economy, but also to
environmental and climate protection. However, it
is essential that the market and finally the end consumers accept this technological development. So
far, electric cars are not a major part of the portfolio
of German car builders. This, however, will change
soon: By the end of 2014, BMW, Opel and others
major players will put 16 new models on the market.
A wide range of new models is sure to trigger a considerable demand. This approach is definitely the right
one - we have to make electric mobility visible and
promote the experience.

Energy Storage Technology

We also require an efficient science transfer and exchange of international experience. For this reason a
visit to eCarTec Munich, held in Munich from October
15 to 17, 2013 is highly recommended. The event
schedule includes a wide range of exhibitors from all
areas of electric mobility, a specialist conference that
takes place alongside the event, an electric mobility
award as well as a test track for electric vehicles

Maintenance and Spare Parts
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Formula Electric
The fully electric racing series
Formula E is a completely new and revolutionary racing series sanctioned
by the FIA, which is scheduled to commence in 2014. After 100 years, this is
the first racing event ever not to involve petrol but whose cars’ power comes
from an environmentally friendly and politically sustainable electric motor.

.... Formel Electric ....................

N

o exhaust fumes and no engine noise,
these events will be held in the centres
of the world’s biggest cities. A total of
ten teams will be taking part, each with four
cars, all supplied by a new company, Spark
Racing Technology. As the lithium-ion battery
can only provide enough power for about half
an hour’s driving, entrants will initially drive two
cars, changing over from one to the other in the
course of the race.
The drive technology for the new breed of racing car, which can accelerate from 0 to 100
km/h in 2.6 seconds (not even Formula 1 can
manage much more) will be supplied by McLaren. However, despite the streamlined design
of the chassis, their top speed is limited to 270
km/h. The French car manufacturer Renault
is also on board, contributing its expertise in
the field of electric drive engineering. The cars
should manage about 20 minutes on the road at
racing speed before the driver enters the pit, not
to change batteries but to change vehicles. The
batteries can be charged in one to one-and-ahalf hours. A tyre partner for the uniform E chassis has also been found in the form of Michelin.

“Formula E is going to exceed all
expectations.”
Jean Todt
President of the FIA

There is still much to be done if the new Formula E series is to commence its first season next
year, but the organisers’ preparations are already well underway. Nine of the ten venues have
been finalised but only two teams have so far
been announced from a projected total of ten. A
press conference was held at which a number
of test drivers and potential participants in the
FIA’s electric racing project gave their opinions.
Jaime Alguersuari, Vitantonio Liuzzi, Lucas di
Grassi and Nicolas Prost are already famous
names in the world of motor sports. Test driver
and former Formula 1 pilot Lucas di Grassi took
the opportunity to describe his impressions so
far to the audience: “there are a number of considerations that are rather interesting from the
driver’s point-of-view,” said the Brazilian.
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“The first thing you notice is the absence of any
noise or vibration – not so much while you are
driving but when you are stationary or only mo-

“The torque is
impressive.”
Lucas di Grassi
Formula E driver

ving slowly. You can actually hear what the car
is doing,” says di Grassi. Normally this is simply
not possible because the engine is just too loud.
“You can hear what is going on with the tyres
and with the suspension – there are so many
sounds that you can only hear when you are driving an electric car. You just can’t imagine what
it is like if you are only used to driving a petrol
vehicle,” says the 28-year-old enthusiastically.
“Another thing I was very impressed with is the
engine torque,” he continues. This also means
that even if the bhp is considerably lower than
in Formula 1 or LMP1, the initial acceleration is
rather difficult to control. If you accelerate too
strongly, you will definitely have to deal with a
lot of wheel spin. Drivers are going to have to
learn to cope with this. Apart from that, the driving styles are very similar. Drivers who are do
well in Formula 1 and other categories will also
be able to turn in a convincing performance in
Formula E,” di Grassi is convinced.
If he’s right then Jaime Alguersuari should also
have pretty good chances in Formula E. The
Spaniard finds the new racing concept “very
challenging – particularly for the drivers. Just
the fact that an entire racing event is going to
be held in a single day presents difficulties of
its own,” as the former Toro-Rosso pilot knows.
He continues, “you spend the morning testing,
then there is the qualifying and finally the race.
You can’t afford to have any accidents and you
are unfamiliar with the route. True, the situation
is the same for all those involved – but it also
means it is more difficult for everybody.
Nicolas Prost, son of four-times Formula 1
world champion Alain Prost, has been familiar
with electric motor cars since his time with the
Andros-Electric trophy. “The first time I drove
7

one I was also sceptical of the idea of an electric car, but thirty minutes later I had forgotten all
about that,” says the Frenchman describing his
early impressions. Prost believes that the new
racing series is going to appeal to a lot of people: “it’s going to be a good show, and people
will be able to experience the cars in the cities,
which of course is always very nice.”

“The first time I
was also
sceptical…”
Nicolas Prost
Formula E driver

“So far it is all looking good,” is his first summation of the situation. Prost thinks that now is just
the right time to put together a series like this.
“You have to move with the times and environmental protection is an important issue these
days. It is very interesting to be moving in this
direction.”
This opinion is also shared by the next F1 driver, Vitantonio Liuzzi, but he also realises that a
great deal still lies ahead in the way of development work, as he revealed with the comment,
“it is an interesting project for the future.” “But
Toyota and Audi are already pioneers in hybrid
technology, even if that is a whole different adventure. I am very happy to be part of this and
look forward very much to the coming year.”
Dallara is the chassis partner
IndyCars has them, GP2 has them, Formula
3 has them and even Formula 1 used to have
them: chassis made by Dallara. And now, the
Italian racing car manufacturers will also be
supplying the chassis units for Formula E, due
to commence in 2014. The only information
8

available to begin with was that the company
Spark would be providing the new Formula E
cars, while the search was still on for a partner to
supply the chassis. But now such a partner has
been found, in the form of the renowned manufacturer, Dallara. Spark boss Frederic Vasseur,
who is also team manager of the ART racing
stable, and who also uses Dallara chassis, is
looking forward to the impending collaboration:
“I have worked with Dallara for more than 20
years and I have all the respect in the world for
the company’s CEO, Gian Paolo Dallara,” says
the Frenchman. “We are very pleased that we
were able to get Dallara on our side, and we
stand to benefit greatly from his knowledge and
expertise. And this is going to be very important
in this new and exciting adventure.”
Michelin is the partner for tyres
“Racing competitions are excellent venues for
putting our forward-looking tyre technologies
through some intensive testing,” says Florent
Menegaux, head of Michelin’s motorcar tyre
division. “Formula E focuses consistently on
emission-free electric motors, and the events
will be held in the heart of some of the world’s
major cities. This will allow us to make the most
of our know-how, which is unique throughout
the world, and show it to the broad general public,” continues Menegaux.

group’s motor sport division said: “The FIA Formula E championship is a perfect store window
for the long-term Michelin Total Performance
strategy, which aims to combine performance
features in tyre development that were previously regarded as difficult to reconcile.”
Renault is the technical partner
Renault has been officially presented as the
technical partner of the new electric racing series, which will be held in ten major cities in the
course of the coming year. For series director
Alejandro Agag, the partnership with Renault is
of inestimable value. “When it comes to innovative engineering and sustainable drive systems, Renault and Formula E share the same
commitment. We are very pleased to welcome
Renault as a founding partner of this championship. Having such a high-calibre manufacturer
on board is ample proof of Formula E’s growing
attraction,” says Agag.
Telephone gives power boost

play a pioneering role in a number of initiatives
designed to make the series more interactive
for fans than any other race series. Every car
will have three power boosts per race, while the
driver able to generate the most telephone votes from fans half way through the series will be
granted a fourth boost. As Agag says, “we call
that the fan boost!” He adds that that the associated video game includes a feature that no
other racing series or sport offers. Players will
be able to play the race online while it is actually
taking place.
“This kind of thing has never existed before. We
are currently in talks with a software company
in California, because this is going to be a major challenge. The Olympic Games don’t let you
run against Usain Bolt – and neither could they,”
says Agag. “We have to be very innovative and
we are not afraid of trying out new concepts.
We don’t compare ourselves with anyone else
and we don’t see ourselves as being in competition with anything. We wish to place Formula E
in a separate and distinct position,” says Agag.

Agag also announced that Formula E wishes to

“I am very glad to welcome Michelin to Formula
E – an innovative motor sport that rewards the
involvement of all its participants with exciting
races in city centres in the view of many spectators,” said FIA president Jean Todt. “Michelin
has been demonstrating its high performance
and innovative power for many decades, which
makes the company the ideal partner for Formula E.”
Pascal Couasnon, director of the Michelin
9
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„We want to show
everyone what

electric cars
can really do“

What are the thoughts behind the FIA Formula E planned for 2013?
The championship will actually begin in 2014
but we are well under way with preparations.
Our reason for beginning such a ground-breaking championship comes down to the significant transformation that the automotive industry is currently going through. New and more
sustainable technologies are being introduced,
which will make cars more efficient and environmentally friendly.
In this transformation, the electric car will play
a key role, as the most practical and immediate
way to achieve these goals. We are convinced
that the future of transport, particularly in cities,
is electric. The promotion of clean mobility and
sustainability is a priority for the Fédération Internationale de l‘Automobile (FIA), so joining
forces to set up the first sustainable global motorsport championship is a great opportunity for
us.
Have the venues already been decided?

PERSONAL INFO
Alejandro Tarik Agag Longo is a
Spanish entrepreneur and former
politician of the conservative PP.
He was a member of the European
Parliament as well as Secretary
General of the European catch-all
party. Following his political career, Agag also worked for the Portuguese holding Sociedade Lusa
de Negócios. In 2002, he bought
the Formula One rights for Spain
together with Flavio Briatore. In
2006, he founded the investment
consultancy firm Agag Addax Capital LLP. In 2007, he acquired the
Campos Racing GP2 team. Since
2012, he has been the CEO of the
newly founded FIA Formula E Holdings Ltd which will be organizing
races as of 2014.
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We are very close to confirming all 10 race locations for our inaugural season. The overall
response from cities across the world has been
overwhelming. Since launching in August 2012,
we’ve received formal interest from 23 cities across five continents.
We recently announced eight of the cities on the
preliminary calendar with those being London,
Los Angeles, Miami, Beijing, Putrajaya and Buenos Aires alongside Rome and Rio de Janeiro,
with two to be announced. The final calendar
will be presented to the FIA for its approval at
the September 2013 World Motor Sport Council.
Is Formula E more of an event or a “real”
motorsport?
It’s both. The concept of Formula E centres
around the ‘three Es’ – Energy, that powers
the vehicles, Environment, issues at the heart
of modern mobility and sustainability, and Entertainment, providing a great show both on
and off the track. Above all we want to create
exciting and competitive racing with real competition between cars and drivers, where the
best technology and the best pilot will win. Be
we also want to create a show for all ages with

great off track entertianment including a music
concert in the evening. We hope this will attract
a new type of motorsport fan.
How many interested people have already
got in touch with the FIA and want to take
part?
The response from cities, teams, drivers and
sponsors has been very encouraging and continues to grow. Over the coming weeks we have
a number of very exciting partners to unveil
in addition to our Official Tyre Partner Michelin who we announced earlier this year. We’ve
also had enquiries from more than 50 potential
teams.
Are OEMs and suppliers also applying?
Again the interest here has been very promising
with a number of deals currently being finalised
which we look forward to revealing shortly.
Does Formula E represent a very special
opportunity for suppliers?
Yes very much so. We are open to partnerships
with companies and individuals that identify
with the values our Championship. We think
this is an interesting alternative for companies
directly related to the electric car, such as electric companies, batteries manufacturers and car
companies that focus on electric.
However, we also see partners for this championship being all of those companies that place
sustainability and the use of clean energy at the
top of their agendas. We think we can be an alternative for companies that haven’t yet found a
sponsorship opportunity that really fits with their
corporate values.
China is way ahead when it comes to electric mobility. Will there be a Chinese Formula E team?
There already is! Earlier this year we announced
China Racing as the second of the 10 teams
that will take part alongside Drayson Racing.
The team is headed up by Steven Lu and Yu Liu
who are both vastly experienced in motorsport
having started in 2004 running team China Racing in A1GP. China is a very influential market
and we’re pleased to say that Beijing will also
11
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Pressure equalizing elements
for lithium-ion batteries

I

be one of the 10 global cities we will be visiting
in the first season.
Does Formula E have a chance of signing famous drivers? Michael Schumacher
would be available…
Very much so. We are looking to attract big
teams and with it will come well-known drivers. We already have former F1 racer Lucas
di Grassi onboard as our official test driver and
the response and interest continues to grow all
the time.
Will we see teams competing both in Formula 1 and also in Formula E?
I very much hope so! Due to the appeal of the
Championship we’re hoping to attract wellknown names and we’re planning our calendar
to allow Formula 1 teams to compete alongside
their existing commitments.
How great do you see the benefit of this
series for technological development or for
making people enthusiastic about electric
mobility?
We want Formula E to become a framework for
R&D and to accelerate the early adoption of this
technology into everyday electric vehicles. In
short, we want people to believe in electric cars.
12

One of the biggest problems EVs face is image.
Many people think electric vehicles won’t work
for them or will be too slow. People don’t know
the truth and we want to show everyone what
electric cars can really do.
Motorsport also needs to be much more relevant to the challenges currently facing the car
industry. It needs to lead this and to help shape
perceptions of what is cool and exciting.
What do you estimate the Formula E budget to be for a team?
It’s hard to be precise but we’re confident that
it would be significantly less than that of a Formula 1 team making it very cost-effective and
therefore attractive to teams from all types of
motorsport.

n addition to the components immediately connected to the electric drive, accessory
parts also need to be adapted to the demands.
For example, pressure equalizing elements
from ElringKlinger. They are used on sealed
control housing in order to equalize pressure fluctuations caused by altitude-associated
changes in air pressure or temperature. Since
energy storage represents a large closed volume of air, systems with better performance are
needed, which can remove correspondingly large air flows. In order to remove gases that arise
in case of a defective cell, an emergency degassing function should also be integrated. This
can maintain the pressure in the battery system
at an admissible level and protect against severe damage.

Integration of electromobility
in corporate vehicle fleets

T

he BMW subsidiary Alphabet offers a complete solution with which electromobility can
be integrated into corporate vehicle fleets. A

drive-mix in the vehicle fleet makes it possible
for companies to deploy electric vehicles depending on need and routes. Alphabet experts
first analyze the mobility profile of the user to
find out which models are best suited to his
fleet. The options range from pure electrical
vehicles to range extenders as well as plug-in
hybrids. The optimal charging infrastructure is
determined for each case in the second step,
from a simple wall box to a rapid-charge system. Alphabet looks after the company from the
beginning through to installation. The customer
can then configure a customized package of
modular services from the load card to integrated replacement mobility for longer trips. Everything also linked with the app AlphaGuide.

TO-Leadless Package

T

he new TO-Leadless-Package from Infineon was designed for high voltages up to
300 A. Due to its reduced package resistance
it enables the lowest forward DC resistance
R DS(on) in all voltage classes. The package
shows a substantial reduction in footprint of 30
percent and requires less board space, for example, in forklift applications. The 50 percent
reduced height offers a significant advantage in
compact applications such as rack or blade servers. Moreover, low package parasitic inductances result in an improved EMI behavior. „With
TO-Leadless Infineon is the first semiconductor
company introducing a 0.75mΩ 60V MOSFET.
This reduces the number of parallel MOSFET’s
in a forklift application and increases power
density,“ said Richard Kuncic, Senior Director
Low Voltage Power Conversion at Infineon.

The interview was conducted by Marco Ebner.
SGS offerS lonG-StandinG experience with the requirementS
of the oemS and wide expertiSe in the field of e-mobility
n Battery Testhouse and Electromagnetic Compatibility
n High -Voltage Safety and Functional Safety (ISO 26262)
n Charging systems and Homologation of electric vehicles
SGS Germany GmbH, battery@sgs.com, www.sgs.com/batterytesting

SGS iS the world’S leadinG inSpection, verification, teStinG and
certification company.
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Beginning in 2014, VW will
sell electric cars in China

I

n the course of expanding production capacity,
the two Volkswagen Group Joint Ventures in
China will invest more than two-thirds of a total
of 9.8 billion euros in highly efficient products.
The plan is to offer vehicles with electrified drives beginning in 2014/2015, some of which will
be produced locally. 26 of the company‘s models have already obtained state recognition as
especially energy conserving and environmentally friendly.

Electric vehicle tax in the USA:
users pay for mileage

.... News & Innovations ....................

has shown that people with heart pacemakers
or defibrillators can drive an electric car without
risk. In the test, 30 persons with pacemakers
underwent intensive tests. The subjects, among
other things, had to sit on the driver‘s and front
passenger‘s seat as well as on both rear seats
of a Toyota Prius hybrid. The electric car drove
a test run at speeds of 50 and 100 km/h, accelerated and braked. The question being investigated was whether there was an electromagnetic interaction between the running vehicle and
the pacemakers. The scientists were unable to
measure any such influence in this test.

New Electro-Sports Car Under
Traditional US Brand

I

n the USA, they are causing financial problems
for some states - fuel tax income is collapsing.
Electric cars are regarded as clean and climatefriendly. While pro-environment politicians rub
their hands over every model sold, the state
treasurers are tearing their hair out - at least in
the USA. And an increasing number of states
are planning an extraordinary tax on e-models
to compensate for the drop in income from the
gasoline tax. In the future, driving electric in
New Jersey could turn out to be more expensive than models with conventional power trains.
Of course, New Jersey is not the only state that
levies taxes on e-cars. In Virginia, owners of hybrids and electric cars pay a road-maintenance
fee of nearly 50 euro. The state of Washington
even wants about 76 euro. The e-cars are not
solely to blame, however. About 53,000 new ecars were registered in 2012 (in a total market
of 14.4 million passenger cars). The increasingly efficient motors also take their toll.

Heart pacemakers - a risk?

I

t is known that electrical and magnetic objects
can influence implanted devices, but a study
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T

he Tesla Roadster will have a successor.
The US company, Detroit Electric, has presented a sports car with an electric drive train.
Like the Tesla Roadster, this car is based on a
Lotus. The e-sports car should be on the market in August. The SP:01 is powered by a 150
kW / 201 HP electrical motor. This power plant
accelerates the SP:01 from 0 to 100 Km/h in 3.6
seconds. Top speed is nearly 250 Km/h. That
makes the SP:01 „the fastest purely electrical
series production car in the world,“ says the
manufacturer. Unusual for an electric car: the
SP:01 has a manual four-gear gear-box. A 37kWh- Lithium-Polymer battery serves as energy
storage and it is supposed to enable a range of
some 290 kilometers. With energy recovery during braking, the range can be extended somewhat. The price for the standard-feature version
is 135,000 US dollars.

Electric bubble car

T

he 500e is an uncompromising electric car
that combines the successful formula of the
Fiat 500 with an 83 kW (111 bhp) electric motor, whose battery can be charged in less than
four hours using the on-board 240 volt charger
module. The USA’s Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has assessed the performance
of the Fiat 500e in an extra-urban driving cycle as 108 MPGE (miles per gallon equivalent),
a level that no electric car on the US market
had ever achieved before. The annual electricity costs incurred in charging the battery was
assessed by the EPA at around 500 US dollars, based on a mileage of over 24,000 km in a
combined driving cycle.

in 1908 by the Norddeutsche Automobil- und
Motorenfabrik AG (NAMAG) in Bremen, the forerunner of the Hansa Lloyd works. Like many
other delivery vans employed at that time by the
Deutsche Reichspost, the Lloyd was powered
by electricity. From the 1920s onwards, the post
office primarily used electrically powered vehicles for delivering parcels in big cities. By 1938,
there were more than 2,600 electric trucks in
use at the Reichspost. These vehicles were
very robust and had an incredibly long service
life: vehicles purchased in the 1920s were still
in use 40 years later.

Porsche Panamera as
a plug-in hybrid

First electric car
as stamp motif

S

E

lectric vehicles were seen on the streets
as long as 100 years ago. The Lloyd parcel delivery van pictured on this stamp was built

tarting in July, the new Porsche Panamera
generation will be available as a plug-in hybrid. The first luxury-class plug-in hybrid car to
be manufactured in large-scale production, the
Panamera S E-Hybrid is now further smoothing
the path towards alternative drive systems. The
hybrid system generates a total of 306 kW/416
bhp, and consists of a petrol engine and a 70
kW/95 electric motor, powered by a 9.4 kWh lithium-ion battery. This can be charged in about
four hours with the on-board charger unit connected to a standard household mains supply or
in about 2.5 hours using a high-current supply.
With a single battery charge, the purely electric
range of the plug-in hybrid is about 18-36 km.
15
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Hydrogen power

T

he Aston Martin Hybrid Hydrogen Rapide S
2013 is a name that tells a story, and the car
behind the name has gone on to make considerable history. For it was at the 24-hour race
at the Nürburgring in 2013, that the Britons attempted a lap of the North Loop with absolutely
no CO2 emissions. The recently facelifted Rapide S sport limousine had enough space for
four fuel tanks with a total of 3.5 kilograms of
hydrogen stored at a pressure of 350 bar. It is
here that the motor’s hybrid construction entered the game: the 6.0 litre twelve-litre prototype
can be powered by either petrol or hydrogen.
If the latter fuel is selected, instead of noxious
exhaust fumes, the only waste product emitted
is clean water.

Speed at the limit

V

enturi is a French electric car specialist,
and the company plans to set a new speed
record for electric cars with the Venturi VBB3. The plan is to raise the current record from
495 km/h to 700 km/h. The Venturi engineers
will only be able to beat themselves though,
for the current record of 495 km/h is also held
by the French company. The vehicular recordbreaker is said to generate an incredible 2,237
kW, the equivalent of an astounding 3,000 bhp.
However, this year’s goal has been set at 600
km/h, while the attempt to reach 700 km/h is
earmarked for next year.
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eTaxi fleet for New York

A

round 600,000 taxi rides are taken in New
York each day. But now, if you are lucky,
the next taxi you board may be one of the six
Nissan Leaf vehicles in use on the city’s roads
since the council recently began testing electric
taxis. The city has already installed a number of
rapid-charge stations at a several points throughout the city. Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s vision is that a third of New York’s taxi fleet should
comprise electric vehicles by the year 2020.
In the long term, it isn’t the Nissan Leaf that is
being considered but the electric version of the
Nissan NV200. More than 13,000 such vehicles
have now been ordered for New York alone.

Smart ForFour Electric Drive

D

aimler has confirmed that the Smart ForTwo ED will soon be joined by an Electric
Drive version of the Smart ForFour. The fourdoor Smart is not likely to be presented to the
public before next year, while the start of production is planned for 2015. Daimler regards
the Smart ForFour Electric Drive as a further
step towards creating the biggest range of electric cars in the field. The platform was developed jointly with Renault-Nissan and will have a
rear-wheel drive.

Jedes Fahrzeug braucht ihn!
Ist Ihr Akku okay?
Verwendet durch die überwiegende
Mehrheit der Hersteller und
internationaler Autopanne Dienste

MDX-300 & MDX-600 Serie
Prüfen der Batterie und alle
Teile der Fahrzeugelektrik
und drucken das Ergebnis
für einen sofortigen Überprüfung mit Ihren Kunden.

www.midtronics.com

EXP-1000 [HD]
Schnelle und zuverlässige
vorbeugende Wartung der
Batterie; ideal für Flotten.

ChargeXpress PRO-Serie
Batterieaufbereitung
während Programmieren
und Wartung; Lade- und
Stromversorgungsgerät.

GRX-5100 Hybrid/EV
Die GRX-5100 wurde für die Komplettwartung von Batterieblöcken konzipiert und
ermöglicht den Batterieausgleich, das
Laden bei Motorstartproblemen sowie die
vollständige Entladung. Das Ergebnis: geringere Garantiekosten für den Hersteller,
kürzere Reparaturzeiten und niedrigere
Kosten für den Kunden.
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Hybrid Excavators

Hybrid track excavator

with hydraulic engineering

K
With its 38-tonne 336E H excavator, Cat has abandoned risky highvoltage engineering and expensive batteries and instead developed
a completely new hybrid based on hydraulic engineering, capable of
producing astounding fuel consumption levels.

A

t first glance, it looks like a completely
normal Cat 336E excavator, but its rear
conceals a veritable revolution in engineering. Until now, vehicles and construction
machinery featuring hybrid technology were
characterised by the addition of an electric
drive. But now, Caterpillar has developed a hybrid design based on hydraulic engineering. The
advantages are many: it has a simpler technical construction, it uses known components, is
easy to maintain and repair, adds almost no extra weight, and generates a great deal of power.
“The term ‘hybrid’ is not restricted to a particular
type of technology, says Ken Gray, product manager at Cat, “which means it does not necessarily have to be electric. There are many methods of storing energy and releasing it again,
and one of them is our hydraulic hybrid system,
which is protected by more than 300 patents.
The first vehicle to employ it is the 336E H.
Caterpillar has also developed, built and tes-
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ted electrically based excavators but we never
found a satisfactory way to significantly reduce
our users’ overall costs. We selected the 336E
as the basis for our hydraulic hybrid, because
this machine is a true work horse and is regularly called upon to display high quality performance under very rough conditions. Fuel consumption is then always the determining factor
of overall operating costs, so there is much that
can be gained by employing hybrid technology.”
So how does this hydraulic hybrid work? When
the rotating upper turret is halted, the braking
energy flows into a pressure storage unit, and
when it rotates again, this energy is used. The
statistics are highly convincing. Compared to
the previous model, the Cat 336D, the hybrid
consumes 33% less fuel, for instance when
loading a truck, while compared to the current
336E model which employs the latest class IIIB
technology, the hybrid still turns an impressive
consumption advantage of 25%.

omatsu is fighting fuel consumption with its
21-tonne HB215LC-1 track excavator. The
core of this hybrid system comprises an electric swivel motor, a generator motor, a storage
capacitor and a 110 kW (150bhp) diesel engine. The principle is that whenever the turret’s
rotation is halted, a high-performance capacitor is electrically charged. When the turret turns
again, the electric motor is fed by the stored
energy. Komatsu promises an average fuel saving of 25%.

Hybrid drive for
construction vehicles

T

he importance of hybrids is set to increase
significantly in future. Bosch is now implementing electric drive motors in the off-highway
sector. One example is the robust systems that
are able to recover energy from braking forces
occurring in rotational movements. This means
that regenerative hybrid excavators could well

be employed on the construction sites of the
future. Moreover, the new technology permits
downsizing and downspeeding of motors, which
could result in fuel savings of up to 40%. Since
fuel represents the biggest single cost incurred
by heavy machinery, employing hybrid designs
considerably increases their cost-effectiveness.
At the same time, the new hybrid technology
supports future emission limits; falling fuel consumption will cause a commensurate drop in
CO2 emissions. The continuous power output
of the electric motor is 65 kW. This output can
be increased to 120 kW for short periods, achieving a maximum torque of 1,000 Nm.

The electric ‘Partner’

T

his June, Peugeot will be launching the Partner Electric. It is driven by a 49 kW electric
motor with a torque of 200 Nm. This delivery van
can travel distances of up to 170 kilometres on a
single battery charge, depending on driving profile and weather conditions. Maximum speed is
limited to 110 km/h. Peugeot promises running
costs of between 90 cents and 2 euros per 100
kilometres as well as lower maintenance costs.
For example, no oil changes are required with
electric motor drives, and the level of wear and
tear to brakes and other vehicle components is
much lower. Using a special charging station,
it is possible to charge the vehicle’s battery to
50% capacity in about twenty minutes and to
80% in around 30 minutes. For this purpose,
the Partner Electric is fitted with a special fastcharge connector in the left rear wing, where
the fuel tank opening would normally be found
in conventional vehicles. The standard charger
connector is located on the front right wing, and
the batteries can be charged from a regular
230 volt mains outlet, preferably overnight. In
this case, a complete charge cycle takes about
eight-and-a-half hours.
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higher speeds, the diesel engine is activated
and both engines then work in parallel. When
braking (in engine mode), the electric motor
functions as a generator and supplies energy
to charge the batteries. This mode of operation
means that the hybrid drive is suitable for such
applications as inner-city distribution transport
or refuse disposal, involving average speeds of
30 km/h and frequent braking.

Electric goods transport

New Speed Record with
Hybrid Truck

Electrical Delivery Service

E
B

oije Ovebrink, driver and owner of the
Mean Green, beat his previous records of
218.780 km/h (135.943 mph) and 152.253 km/h
(94.605 mph). Despite the modified aerodynamic chassis, the record-setting truck consists
almost completely of series production components, including a VN-driver‘s cab and frame.
The Mean Green is equipped with a highly tuVORSCHLAG
ned Volvo D16 motor and a modified version
Announce eCarTec ofMagazin
2/2013
the automated
I-Shift gear box which works
together with the electric motor of the hybrid
vehicle. The combination of electric motor and
the Volvo D 16 diesel motor has a power output
Vorschlag - SPIJKSTAAL – quer, angeschnitten

T

he Goupil G5 is primarily a utility vehicle
with electrical hybrid technology. Its electric motor makes it ideal for use in typical urban
stop-and-go traffic without unduly limiting its
range. In regional traffic, the G5 manages a top
speed of up to 70 km/h. Its applications range
from park maintenance, city cleansing, council
activities, logistics and maintenance of industrial premises, transportation, and warehousing.

of 2,100 HP and generates a torque of nearly
6780 NM. The electric motor accounts for 200
of the HP and 1,200 NM.

lectric cars are especially interesting innercity delivery runs. Even VW wants to get
involved in the customer delivery business and
provides perspective for a possible model. The
concept vehicle e-Co- Motion corresponds in
size somewhat to the small transporter VW
Caddy. The drive train, battery and gear box are
completely stowed in the floor of the vehicle.
That leaves space for various design concepts,
from a van to a people transporter to a flat bed.
The loading volume is 4,600 liters. The battery
unit is built up as a three-level module concept
design, which means the electric car E-Co½ Seite quer
Motion
can be optimally adapted to the needs
Im Satzspiegel 180mm breit x 114mm hoch
of
customers.
Batteries with 20 kilowatt hours
Angeschnitten 210mm breit x 135mm hoch
(100 kilometer range), 30kWh (150 kilometer)
und 40 kWh for a range of 200 kilometers are
intended.

S

T

he Volvo FE Hybrid is the first parallel hybrid
dimensioned for an overall weight of up to 26
tonnes. The technology reduces fuel consumption and carbon dioxide emissions by up to 30%
and makes the lorry itself quieter. When starting
from stationary, the electric motor is used for
propulsion, offering a high torque when moving
off. Gear shifting is automatically controlled by
the I-shift and drive-train controller, as are the
drive-source activation and battery charger. At
20

iemens and Scania have agreed to set up
a research partnership in which both companies want to develop common solutions for
an electric road network for goods transport.
The research cooperation involves combining
Siemens’ eHighway concept, in which heavy goods vehicles are powered by overhead
cables, with Scania’s expertise in drive-train
electrification in lorries and busses. Siemens
engineers have been working since 2010 on the
so-called eHighway, in which vehicles with an
electric drive-train draw their power from overhead cables, via pantographs mounted on the
roof. The eHighway concept seeks to combine
the technology of rail transport with the flexibility
of road cargo. The system is open and enables
a continuous power supply to the hybrid vehicles. A petrol engine is used on normal roads that
do not have overhead cables. This guarantees
that eHighway vehicles are as flexible in use as
conventional vehicles. Moreover, Siemens has
developed an automatic coupling and decoupling procedure which is intended to maintain
this flexibility even when overtaking or dodging.

www.spijkstaal.de

26-tonnen hybrid lorry

100 % elektrisch
Müllwagen mit Presscontainer

Bildquelle: Audi AG

Als Spijkstaal vor fünf Jahren anfing, den weltersten Müllpresswagen mit 100% elektrischer Energieaufnahme
zu bauen, dachte man in erster Linie an die Innenstädte. Denn der Ecotruck ist wendig und sehr leise im
emissionsfreien Betrieb. Doch bei einer Reichweite von über 100 km pro Batterieladung und vielen
Sicherheitsmerkmalen wie ABS, Luftfederung, Kabinenheizung sind auch andere Anwender begeistert ...

Spijkstaal Elektro B.V., NL-3208 Spijkenisse
Spijkstaal Vertretung Deutschland
www.spijkstaal.de
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Road sweeper with eco kit

A

new joint development by Val’Air S.A.S and
Linde Material Handling has resulted in a
compact hybrid road sweeper for use in city
centres and industrial premises. The vehicle
is powered by an asynchronous motor with a
maximum power output of 32 kilowatts. The vehicle achieves a maximum speed of 30 km/h,
although this is lowered to 10 km/h in sweep
mode. A small petrol engine is also fitted to operate the brushes and conveyor belts that transport the dirt into the collecting vessels. Maik
Manthey, head of the New Business & Products
division at Linde Material Handling is convinced
that the “noise, fine dust and exhaust fumes in
our city centres are imploring us to use electrically powered vehicles.

etrak Ecotruck 7500
Electric refuse truck

T

his is the first refuse truck in the world to
be powered 100% by electricity. To comply
with the strict environmental requirements, the
22

company began to develop a fully electric refuse truck in 2006. Two years later, the Ecotruck
7500 commenced its inner-city test phase, and
impressively demonstrated its ability to withstand the kind of rough daily use that utility vehicles are regularly exposed to. There are now
more than twelve Ecotrucks in use in various
applications. This year, the first Ecotruck was
delivered to the Audi production plant in Ingolstadt, where it is being used to collect and dispose of production waste. The 7.5 tonne vehicle uses the latest technology and is very quiet
compared to conventional refuse trucks. It can
manage around 100 km on a single charge of
its lithium-ion battery and is licensed for use in
road traffic.
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Network for Electric Mobility & Energy
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Hybrid truck as a
transport solution
Powered by

T

he Metropolis is an electrically powered
truck based on the MAN TGS 6×2-4. Its
203 kW electric motor drives the vehicle’s rear
wheels via a two-speed automatic gearbox. Ancillary units such as the servo steering unit, air
compressor, hydraulic pump and air conditioner
also run on electricity, and are controlled by the
power management system, which saves power by ensuring that no more than the necessary
level of energy is consumed. A colour monitor in
the driver’s cockpit displays the current energy
parameters, such as energy recovery, battery
charge status and charger mode. Energy is
provided by a modular lithium-ion battery with
a maximum storage capacity of 105 kWh. This
is a plug-in design and can be charged quickly
and simply from a conventional power socket.
It is positioned below the driver’s cab above
the front axle, where the diesel engine would
be located in a conventional truck. The battery
weight is therefore on the front axle while the
rear axle supports the weight of the body and
cargo, as in previous models.

Benefits of a membership
• Active participation and exchange of experience at the regional
network meetings all over Germany and Europe and at
trade fairs and conferences with e-mobility professionals

Silver Sponsors

• Access to extensive electric mobility know-how
• Presentation of your competence at the e-Monday
club meetings, conferences and specialist trade fairs
• Presentation of your service profile to decision makers and
experts from science, economy and politics

........................
Bronze Sponsors

• e-Monday joint stands at the leading European trade fairs

........................

• Image-strengthening of your presentation as a pioneer, future innovator and
active e-mobility player

Partners

• Access to partner associations and cooperation partners
• Long-term market observation by means of expert barometers and surveys

www.e-monday.com
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Charging

Electric cars
from

street lights
I

PERSONAL INFO
Dr. Frank Pawlitschek is co-founder and CEO of Ubitricity, a start-up
from Berlin, which develops new
services for the future electromobility market in association with
leading partners from the energy
and automobile industries. Since
completing his law studies, he has
worked in leading national and international legal firms, where he
has advised large and mediumsized companies in the technology sector. He has been employed
in Germany, the USA and New
Zealand at various times throughout his studies and working life.
He has been specialist advisor to
the Electromobility Forum Association since 2011.
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ntegrating charging posts for
electric cars with street lights is a
cost-saving solution, not least because the smart billing technology is
not integrated in the charging post
but in the car itself, in contrast to
conventional charging stations. The
first stage of the project was to ready an on-board metering system for
pilot testing. However, it was at this
point that the company Ubitricity realised that a more promising approach
would be to incorporate the metering
system in a smart cable, because this
would not require automobile producers to modify their electronics. Both
systems are now entering field testing. In this interview, founder of Ubitricity, Dr. Frank Pawlitschek, reports
on the technology’s chances on the
market.

Although you have no product development experience, you have started up a
company that develops charging stations
for electric cars. With which partners will
you be developing this project?
Pawlitschek: “The successful launch of electromobility in the future depends above all on
whether drivers will be able to charge their cars
wherever they are. It is too expensive to set up a
widespread network of charging stations which
incorporate billing technology, but if we can incorporate the billing system in the vehicle or the
charging cable, it would be sufficient to install
special system power sockets. This is our idea.
We have now found partners for all the subsystems involved: for example, ITF-EDV Fröschl is
developing the control centre technology for the
mobile metering system.
Our payment points travel with the cars and
must be mapped onto standard systems and
processes. Voltaris is our partner for developing
the energy data manager. A team from the Federal Physical and Technical Institute in Berlin
has developed the safety concept along with
initial laboratory samples for mobile metering
in electric motor vehicles. Gigatronik from Stuttgart has constructed the first prototype based
on these developments. At the same time, we
have also developed a smart charging cable
which will be developed for serial production
and manufactured by international automobile
parts supplier, TE Connectivity.”
In the current phase, you enjoy the support
of the Federal Economics Ministry in setting
up a pilot network of up to 1,000 charging
stations. How do you proceed when it comes to their installation?
Pawlitschek: “What we have to do now is to
subject the entire system to a practical field test,
from the system socket to the mobile meter, the
control centre and the ECM system and on to
the front end. In fact, we are testing two systems simultaneously. The billing system may be
incorporated in the smart charging cable or it
can be integrated in the vehicle. After holding
talks with German automobile manufacturers, it
became clear that they were interested in the
project in principle but they were still hesitant
about immediately altering the architecture of
their cars. They would need to do this to be able

to incorporate the metering equipment. A simpler solution, and from the point of view of the automobile industry a more promising one in the
short term, is to employ a smart charging cable.
This can be used with any electric car model
without the need for intervening in the vehicle’s
system architecture.”
What is the timing schedule for the pilot
test?
Pawlitschek: “We are currently slightly behind
schedule in the production of the prototypes.
We are developing a new generation, which we
will be able to construct and install in large numbers by the middle of the year. Currently, about
twenty sockets have been installed, which are
being tested by 10 to 15 drivers. Field tests are
being conducted in Munich, Zurich and Paris.
We will be installing a large number of charging
points in Berlin.”
Your idea of integrating charging posts in
street lights sounds enticingly simple. What
are the technical requirements that these
street lights need to fulfil?
Pawlitschek: “The most important thing is that
the lights must be located in places where cars
can park directly alongside them. The charging
cable must not be allowed to hang over the pedestrian pavement. Our analysis from Berlin
shows that there are a large number of street
lights that fulfil these conditions. The second requirement is that the lights must also be able to
supply a live current during the daytime hours.
There are several districts in which street lights
are switched on centrally at night. A new controller for the lamp will also be needed. However, in the course of the conversion to LED
technology, this equipment will be available as
standard. In Berlin, it would be ideal if electricity would be available in every lamppost even
during the day, together with a reserve phase.
The charging currents will be lower than those
at standard charging posts, for example around
8-16 amps, but in my view, it is preferable to
have a longer charging time from a smaller
current than the expense of installing separate
charging posts, because in the end, charging
points are still being constructed. The cost of
constructing a complete network of separate
charging stations will be untenable.”
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Is the electric car’s charging behaviour a
factor when it comes to metering?

costs. The current demand reflects the level of
interest shown by councils.”

Pawlitschek: “We currently have mainly system
sockets installed that allow single-phase charging. We also have three-phase models, for example in our car park building and in the Federal Physical and Technical Institute. But it is our
belief that single-phase charging is sufficient at
locations where cars will remain parked for long
periods. For example, if I can leave my car to
charge in my employer’s car park while I work
for eight or nine hours, then a single-phase
charger infrastructure will be fully sufficient.”

What is the next stage following the
practical test?

So far, the cost of constructing a charging post is being estimated at five figures.
The operating costs are put at 100 euros per
month. Now you wish to install charging stations on lamp posts for 300 euros and integrate the driver’s smart metering system into
his charging cable for 200 euros. It sounds
like an unbeatable concept. How do potential buyers of charging stations, such as local
councils, react to your offer?
Pawlitschek: “So far we have not needed to offer any additional incentives to generate interest, because it only costs 300 euros to equip a
suitable lamppost. This is far less than the cost
of a standard charging station, which amounts
to 5,000 euros plus groundwork and connection

Pawlitschek: “We want to be ready for serial
production by the first quarter of 2014. We see
three main potential sales channels: car manufacturers, whom T Connectivity will be offering a
serial-production quality smart-charging cable;
Ubitricity will be opening up new services for
customers of energy supply companies, such
as municipal utilities; Utility companies can sell
the cables to their customers with their own
supply contract. In this case, it is these companies who decide on the final price to the cable
customer. This price model is similar to that of
a mobile phone contract. Our business model is
that of a service provider for billing for the infrastructure. We operate a virtual network in which
we manage all the system power sockets. In
this way we are incorporating a new virtual layer in the existing energy market, which permits
the integration of mobile payment points. For
infrastructure suppliers, such as local councils,
employers and car park buildings, we are offering an affordable way of expanding the charger
infrastructure.”
Interview:
Christina Geimer / BINE Information Service

Current load 2.0

Alles aus einer Hand:
Intelligente Produkte
für die Verbindung
zwischen Stromnetz
und Elektrofahrzeug.
Stromtankstellen für
die unterschiedlichsten
Anwendungsbereiche

E

lectric fuel charging was yesterday. The future of electric car charging is called ‘smart
load management.’ Using this method, an entire
fleet of vehicles can be supplied with power at
the same time, allowing each PEV (plug-in electric vehicle) to be charged in accordance with
its own individual strategy, while they all benefit
from the cheap electricity price. For this purpose, Keba supplies the system solution KeContact, a load management system that consists
of charging stations, also known as wall boxes,
and a central controller. The smart charging infrastructure is able to supply electric cars with up
to 22 kWh within an hour. This is enough to fully
charge even the latest generation of vehicles –
ten times faster than charging from a standard
household power outlet. Moreover, KeContact
allows users to define a range of charging strategies, for instance, one-hour charging or overnight charging, or supplying several PEVs or
even an entire fleet all at the same time. It is
also possible to program the time at which the
vehicle should be charged. If several PEVs are
connected to the wall boxes, it is possible to individually define when, at what speed, and with
what preference each one should be charged.

Walther bietet dafür ein drei
Produktlinien umfassendes
Ladesäulensortiment an, mit dem
Sie bereits heute aktuelle und
zukünftige Anforderungen umsetzen können.

Walther E-BoxX
Ladeeinrichtungen
für zu Hause
Als E-BoxX bezeichnet man
Versorgungseinheiten zur Wandmontage für Elektrofahrzeuge.
Diese kommen in Garagen,
Carports, Wandbereichen, usw.
zum Einsatz.

Pedelec-Schränke
Das breite Spektrum an
Ladesäulen für Elektroautos
wird ergänzt durch Ladeschränke aus Edelstahl für
Elektrofahrräder, sogenannte
Pedelecs.

Gerätestecker
Ladestecker

Innovative charging
infrastructure with added value

V

eniox GmbH now has a 46” touch display
in its range. “Die VE Public 46 provides an
ideal combination of Information/advertising
elements and charging operations,” says CEO
Ronald-Mike Neumeyer. The enormous monitor makes the charging post an attractive eye
catcher at central locations in municipal districts
and regional areas as well as in front of company head offices and shopping centres and at
public transport nodes.
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Ladekupplung
Ladeleitung
Mode 2 und Mode 3
mit Typ 1 und Typ 2
Ladedosen

www.walther-werke.de
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SmartPvCharge

Solution for simple
integration in parking lots

Environmentally Friendly Electromobility

and weather resistance The charging plate is
installed as a cover in a metal frame on a commercially available cable shaft. This shaft is installed during excavation work and then covered
with the charging plate. Access is possible at
any time afterward by lifting the plate. As for the
connections, an empty tube connects the shafts
with each other and with the power supply itself. Then the cable only needs to be laid into
the tube and connected with the charging plate. Once the charging plate is placed onto the
shaft, the parking lot is immediately ready for
use.

New Cable for Charging Systems

I

O
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ne solution for optimal consumption management is to charge the electric vehicle at home in connection with the optimized charging process SmartPvCharge from
Schletter. With high storage capacity and flexible timing of the charging process, a domestic
consumption rate of over 80% can be achieved
with an electric vehicle using SmartPvCharge
over longer time periods.

once the minimal charging capacity becomes
available. When surpluses increase, the charging capacity is raised to the maximum limit or
regulated, depending on sunlight radiation. This
ensures that the vehicle is charged only with
surplus PV electricity, if desired. The charging
process priority can of course be controlled so
that, if necessary, the battery is charged in minimal time, independent of sunlight.

To use SmartPvCharge, the electric vehicle
used in the household should be parked over
longer periods of time at the location of a PVstation. In many cases (e.g. as a second car),
it is possible to repeatedly recharge the vehicle
between two short-distance drives when there
is strong sunlight, thus obtaining the desired
user-profile without constraints.

If the vehicle is available, complete charging
could be accomplished by PV electricity alone
by starting the charging earlier. If the vehicle
has been on the road, a partial charge could
begin with PV electricity only or, in the case defined here without SmartPvCharge, the charge
can begin with PV electricity and then be completed with power from the main power supply.

With typical PV station sizes, however, starting the charging process based only on timing
would still result in a high proportion of power
being needed from the main power network in
order to provide the standard constant charging
power for the vehicle. SmartPvCharge monitors
the PV production and the consumers in the
household and releases the charging process

In addition to its use in households, SmartPvCharge can also be used in companies with one
or several electric vehicles, in parking lots, park
garages, airports, shopping centers etc. PV domestic consumption, as well as load management for the entire charging infrastructure, can
be optimized for the building control system.

f anyone wants to offer a convenient charging system for electric vehicles, it will be
an inductive, contactless energy transmission. SEW-EURODRIVE applies the principle
of the building-block system to expand widearea coverage of electromobility as simply and
economically as possible. Diverse infrastructure solutions tailored to respective needs are
created out of a few components and technologies. The company offers precisely configured charging plates according to the installation
situation, making practical implementation possible. Charging plates built into the ground are
especially used in new or renovated public or
semi-public parking lots which require integration, cross traffic, protection against vandalism

L

app has developed a new and improved
cables for charging systems for electric and
hybrid vehicles. The Ölflex Charge and the Ölflex Helix now have chemically cross-linked
insulation for the individual strands. They now
comply with the newest DKE and VDE standards and provide even greater safety during
the charging process. By manufacturing the outer jacket of the charging cables somewhat thicker than other comparable cables, the Ölflex
Charge & Helix are not only more robust but
can also be spiraled and coiled. The innovative
spiralization of the cable allows the Ölflex Helix to take up to 60% less space, weigh 40%
less and cost 25% less than conventional coiled
charging cable.

E-Mobility braucht Infrastruktur
Wir bauen die Lade-Infrastruktur für E-Bikes, Pedelecs und E-Scooter (LEVs). Finden Sie komplexe Lösungen
aus einer Hand: Lademodul – Ladestationen – Flottenmanagement – Überdachungslösungen
Weitere Infos unter:

www.ziegler-metall.de/infrastruktur
Kommen Sie auf uns zu, wir beraten Sie gern.

IEGLER
E. ZIEGLER Metallbearbeitung AG . Maybachstr. 7
71229 Leonberg . Free Call 0800 100 49 02
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Terra 53 fast-charge station

.... News & Innovations ....................

installation and cannot be powered from a domestic electricity socket. A PowerMax with an
output of 30A and a longer cable is also available for 593 dollars. The price is a clear statement
of intent, considering there are many chargers
with significantly less power selling at retailers
for considerably more.

What makes energy „smart“?

Looking for
fast and easy
e-vehicle
charging?

Interoperable network of
charging stations in Europe

T

T

he DC fast charge post is based on the CCS
standard (combined charging system) developed by Phoenix Contact in association with
German automobile manufacturers and should
be available by the summer of 2013. Thanks to
the fast charging time of 15 to 30 minutes, the
Terra 53 C is suitable for use in motorway service stations and traffic nodes in urban areas,
parking areas of commercial fleet operators,
(large) CCS importers and retailers, and other
infrastructure operators wishing to enter the
growing market in electromobility. “ABB is a leading manufacturer of these charging stations.
The new DC fast charger is very important for
the German market, because it shows we support the CCS standard, which several important
German car manufacturers are backing for the
future. The Terra 53 charging station has an important contribution to make to the success of
electromobility,” stresses Till Schreiter, head of
the industrial automation and drives division at
ABB in Germany.

Affordable charging station
for electric cars

T

o cater for the increasing number of people who own electric cars in the USA, Bosch
has now added an affordable charging station
to its range. The entry level model is available
for as little as US$450. Rated at 16A, the PowerMax is a level 2 charging station, i.e. it is able
to charge an electric car considerably faster,
but unlike level 1 solutions, it requires a special
30

he Finnish Consortium for Electromobility
will be working together with Hubject GmbH
to provide electromobility customers in Europe
with a compatible network of charging stations
suitable for all suppliers. “In the early marketing
stages, our e-roaming platform could constitute
the first commercial solution that provides drivers of electric cars with convenient charging
throughout Europe, thus creating optimum conditions for interdisciplinary business models.
The cooperation with the Finnish organisation
is further proof that the interconnection of charging infrastructures must be seen as a European concern,” says Andreas Pfeiffer, CEO of
Hubject GmbH. A compatible European network
of charging stations will have a positive effect
on market developments in Europe. We regard
the exchange of experience with Hubject as an
ideal basis by which to find a national solution
while also ensuring that electromobility takes
shape openly throughout Europe,” stresses Elias Pöyry, executive director of Electrictraffic.fi.

Round plug connector 21BV

T

he 21BV plug connector system from MultiContact is now even more powerful, with
a current-carrying capacity of 1000A. Available
with protection classes IP65, IP68 and IP69K,
the plug connectors are suitable for use in demanding applications in outdoor areas. The salt
spray-resistant insulation even makes them suitable for use near coasts or at sea. The 21BV
system can be assembled without special tools
and has IP2X contact protection. The new bayonet locking facility makes it easy to use. The
MC contact blade guarantees low transitional
resistances and enables high plug-in rates.

KEBAs smart charging solutions
are the perfect answer!

A

BB started the project „Smart Energy“ in
2010 with this question to identify and illustrate important topics in the area of sustainable
energy production and its intelligent use. In the
fields of sustainable energy production and use,
the focus was placed on further development of
already existing innovative concepts such as local, decentralized energy production with photovoltaic and energy efficient building automation
in combination with electromobility. The centerpiece for being as energy-efficient as possible is
a so-called monitoring system used to monitor
energy flows. With this system, which ABB calls
„Green CREM,“ it is possible to monitor and
evaluate all connected locations from a central
point in real time. Connections were made not
only for the main meters but also additional submeters located, for example, at a heat power
plant, a solar plant and even at charging stations. This makes a very precise and individual
evaluation possible. With the evaluated data, it
is then easy to track down inefficient consumers
and, if needed, to replace them with more economical consumers, which means, in turn, that
total energy consumption and costs can directly
be reduced. Other aims of the project were and
are to exploit the technical base of building automation more efficiently in order, for example,
to make it possible to shift loads, to obtain information about electricity consumption, to make
it scalable, and to display the availability of the
respective sources and consumers.

KeContact P20. The „wall box“ for an up to ten times
faster charging than at any standard socket – suitable for
private persons and all those wishing to provide electrified
parking spaces for longer stopping periods.
KeContact M10. The central control system for several
charging points (KeContact P20) facilitates intelligent load
management for the efficient, cost-optimized charging of
e-vehicles – which is of special use to companies with fleets.

With KEBA’s smart charging solutions, you can realize
sustainable mobility concepts in an innovative, efficient
manner and enable your customers an easy operation,
maximum safety and operational reliability!
www.keba.com
www.kecontact.com

KEBA AG, Gewerbepark Urfahr, A-4041 Linz, Phone: +43 732 7090-0,
Fax: +43 732 730910, E-Mail: keba@keba.com
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DC charging

of electric vehicles
Hardly any other field of technology is being discussed so intensively as the topic „electromobility“. The German federal government‘s target
of seeing about one million electric vehicles on
Germany‘s roads by 2020 is extremely ambitious. In order to achieve this objective, a close
cooperation between the leading fields of technology is required. These are electric vehicle manufacturers , energy supply companies,
electrical industry and the entire broad range of
the electrical trade. Furthermore, after conclusion of the standardisation work, demands are
being placed on the electrical trade with regard
to the technical implementation.

when it comes to charging electric vehicles
within a short period of time.

Battery electric vehicles require a charging station for recharging the energy storage which is
essential for the propulsion of the vehicle and
for all other systems, such as air-conditioning
or lighting. Battery electric vehicles must be refuelled at specific points. This can be at home,
at work or at publicly available parking spaces.
On charging electric vehicles a differentiation is
made between different charging modes.

The charging cables are permanently connected to the charging station and the plug is mechanically locked at the vehicle inlet during the
charging process. Before and during the charging process communication takes place. The
integrated pilot function using additional lines in
the charging cable between the vehicle and the
charging station.

The most common mode is AC charging. Since
most charging stations provide a maximum
charging current of 16 A, it often means that
a very long time is required to charge the car.
DC charging stations are the method of choice

Mode 4: DC charging
In order to guarantee electrical safety, the charging circuit is designed as an unearthed DC power supply system (IT system) in accordance
with E DIN EN 61851-23; VDE 0122-2-3:201206:2012-06. The maximum controlled charging
power in DC-low mode is 38 kW, whereas in
DC-high mode up to 170 kW and 1,000 V can
be charged. The high load currents and high
load voltages are system-dependent here.

During the charging process the insulation monitoring device in the charging station monitors
the entire charging circuit into the electric vehicle. The ISOMETER® in the vehicle is normally
deactivated in this situation.

Application example DC charging station with vehicle
The insulation monitoring device (IMD)
isoEV425 from Bender has been specifically
designed for the application in DC charging stations. Due to the active AMP measurement method, the DC side between the charging station
(DC 0...1,000 V) and the motor (AC 0…690 V )
can be monitored, if all components are galvanically connected with one another. Insulation
faults that occur are signalled via the integrated
relays, the alarm LEDs and via the RS-485 interface. Here a differentiation is made between
a factory-set prewarning of 300 kΩ and a main
alarm of 100 kΩ.
Insulation monitoring in the vehicle
For insulation monitoring in vehicles, Bender of-

fers IR155 series insulation monitoring devices
(IMD). These devices use a measurement method that is specially adapted to the frequent
fast load changes in passenger cars and commercial vehicles, thus avoiding false tripping.
Another advantage of the active measurement
method is the monitoring of de-energised systems, when the vehicles are not being used. It is
also possible to detect symmetrical faults. These occur in the DC intermediate circuit and are
caused by electrical faults on the AC side.
Author:
Dipl.-Ing. Frank Mehling
Produktmanager MIS & eMobility
Bender GmbH & Co. KG

Basic design of a DC charging station
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Insular

e-Mobility
solution

Electromobility – nothing but a far-off dream? Not
on the Greek island of Spetses. The onset of electric transport offers many prospects not only for
tourism but also for the quality and quantity of jobs.

G

reek islands – two words that cannot
fail to arouse feelings of yearning for
the outdoors, Mediterranean climes,
holiday, sea and sun. Deep blue Aegean waters and bright whitewashed houses with their
blue window shutters. Of Greece’s 6,000 islands, which include Crete, Corfu, Mykonos
and Santorin, Spetses is a travel destination
that is relatively unknown back in Germany.
Engineers and urban planners who think in
terms of infrastructure will find Spetses challenging for all kinds of reasons. Drinking water has to be transported to the island by ship,
power is supplied through a marine cable, and
when tourists ring in the Easter season of the
Orthodox church and flood onto the island in
their masses, the picturesque lanes become a
hazard. Pedestrians pushing their way through
the streets have to share the space with mopeds, motorcycles and horse-drawn carriages.
Motorcycles in particular not only leave behind
their foul-smelling fumes, but they also leave
the lanes reverberating to their roars and rattles – often all through the night.
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Eventually you do get used to the noise and unpleasant smells, but there is also an alternative
– silent and neutral smelling. The magic word
is – electric.
And so began – under the auspices of m+p consulting süd and ecomotive media and in joint
coordination with the council and the mayor,
the tourist association and the local hotel and
transport companies – the project emobility@
spetses. The aim is to gradually shift road users
towards electric bicycles, mopeds, scooters, taxis and transport vehicles. The project enjoys
the academic supervision of Prof. Dr. Annette
Rudolph-Cleff of the TU Darmstadt and her working group plus the HellenicAmericanUniversity
in Athens.
The benefits of electromobility are self-evident,
particularly in the enclosed conditions of an island that lives from tourism. However, it quickly
became clear in the discussions that emobility@spetses could not merely be about reducing
noise and exhaust fumes on the island. Of much
more profound significance is the fact that the
theme of electromobility could be a focal point
around which infrastructural development can
manifest itself. Accordingly, alongside the original aim of low-noise mobility, we also defined a
range of other objectives of equal importance:
optimisation of tourism, building up an environmentally friendly and efficient energy supply,
and ensuring future prospects for the local population, in particular the young people.

a local rental company. The aim is to gradually
involve the remaining ten or so vehicle rental
companies in the plan and to allow them to participate in the sales concept. This should also
enable the mini-businesses to play a role in
electromobility. The first year of electromobility
on Spetses is conceived as a test phase, with
the aim of defining both the needs and possibilities, as well as gathering data.
The project does not stop at the provision an
adequate and efficient charger network but also
takes into consideration the generation of electricity from renewable energies for use in electromobility. The aim is for this to be generated
primarily from photovoltaic (PV) and wind generators. So as to preserve the nature of the city
and its traditional architecture and landscape,
the council administration rightly insists on exercising due restraint and consideration when it
comes to designing and implementing facilities.
However, solar car ports, or structures bearing
PV modules or appropriate wind turbines are
sure to make an important contribution. Initial
calculations are already predicting a foreseeable surplus in production, which will not only be
needed for electromobility. With these quantities of electricity, it will be possible to reduce the
proportion of conventional electricity consumed
and in turn lower CO2 emissions. This represents a significant step towards a turnaround
for the whole island’s energy infrastructure.

The Spetses project has been running since the
beginning of May. As part of the pilot study, residents and holidaymakers can borrow electric
scooters, while selected partners as well as the
council administration will use e-vehicles on the
island as part of a test. Moreover, the Spetses
Hotel, one of the leading hotels on the island,
will replace its conventional minibus with a
Renault e-Kangoo to transport visitors between
the harbour and the hotel. Marketing activities,
supervised by m+p e-mobility, include both the
sale and rental of electric scooters, pedelecs,
segways and electric cars, and will initially be
conducted from two so-called e-Mobility Points.

Actions speak louder than words, and so the
electric vehicles will not simply be delivered to
Spetses but they will be driven there in a rally.
The start is set for April in Munich, and the extraordinary campaign enjoys the support of
Renault, KTM and Govecs as well as Bilfinger
Facility Services. The aim of the 2,200 kilometre, ten day rally is not only to demonstrate the
everyday capability of the vehicles under extreme conditions but also to allow the general
public to try out segways, pedelecs and electric scooters for themselves, as the entourage
passes through south-east Europe, stopping in
cities like Salzburg, Klagenfurt, Ljubljana, Zagreb, Belgrade, Skopje, Thessaloniki and Athens
on the way.

Visitors to the Spetses Hotel will have direct access to the first one, while the second is being
set up in association with George Stanathiotis,

Werner Siefer, ecomotive media
Arthur Dornburg, Geschäftsführer
m+p consulting Süd GmbH
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Easy financing of electric cars
and charging stations

T

he Santander Bank and RWE are commencing their cooperation in the field of electromobility and now offer the first all-inclusive
electromobility packages for motorcar retailers.
This means that showrooms can now offer their
electromobility customers a way of financing
their electric vehicles as well as benefiting from
the safe and comfortable charging solution,
RWE eStation. As Dietrich Gemmel, head of the
managing board at RWE says, “together with
the renowned Santander Bank, we have now
begun offering car showrooms a very attractive
product with which they can develop the business area of electromobility. Their customers
can benefit from an all-round worry-free package from a single source: the right finance product, the right charging technology for house
or company, and access to more than 2000
charging points in Europe. This makes it easy
to drive electric.”

New world standard for
electric car charging

T

he International Organisation for Standardisation and the International Electrotechnical
Commission have agreed on a worldwide open
communication standard for electric vehicle
36

charging in the automobile sector and the energy sector respectively. The new standard enables smart charging when vehicle and charging
station are configured accordingly. From now
on, it will be adopted gradually in all relevant
equipment and should be generally available to
all users from 2017. Electric vehicles will then
no longer require separate registration for charging. The charging station automatically recognises the user (data is transmitted in encrypted
form). A uniform roaming procedure makes it
possible to use international systems, in a similar manner to external mobile phone networks.
The trick is that the current purchaser can shift
high voltage charging time to low voltage charging time, which benefits both the networks and
the customer’s wallet.

European
fast charging system

The

strechable

battery

Lithium-ion batteries can be temporarily stretched threefold in length and
width and supplement currently available stretchable electronics.

A
A

few weeks ago, the company DBT-CEV
France installed its 300th fast-charge station
in Europe. Although only launched on the market in January 2012, this French fast-charging
solution quickly grew into the best-selling model
series in Europe. The charging station can now
be found in fifteen countries; users can charge
their batteries to 80% capacity in less than 20
minutes. “Since the launch of our system in January 2012 with our partner Nissan, the number
of fast-charge stations available on the European continent has doubled in the space of only
a year, making electromobility available to everyone. The development of the charger network
is key to the technology’s general acceptance,
because only then will drivers of electric cars no
longer be restricted in their travel range, making
the vehicles suitable for use on long journeys,
just like conventional cars,” said Hervé Borgoltz,
general manager of DBT-CEV.

stretchable, rechargeable battery providing features unlike everything that was
possible before,“ as the developers describe their invention. Fields of small electrode
points were embedded in flexible silicone. The
metal points were connected by means of zigzag wires folded several times. „The stretchable
connections use self-similar design with ‘spring
within a spring’ mechanics. This yields elasticity
more than four times greater than in earlier developments.“
The wires were bent twice: first delicately in
zigzag and this substructure repeated again
coarsely like a yard-stick, the self-similarity or
„spring within a spring,“ as previously mentioned. When the silicone is stretched, at first the
yardstick between the electrodes unfolds up to
about six times its length. If it is pulled more, the
delicate zigzag bends continue to unfold.
At that point, about 300 % stretching of the silicone, the connecting wire is relatively straight.
When the silicone retracts again, the embedded
wires assume their original form without being

damaged. Measurements show that the stretching does not interfere with the flow of power,
and the glow of a diode does not change.
The prototype the size of a large postage
stamp was also highly stretchable in its other
elements. In particular, the anode and cathode layer substrate, only 250 micrometers thick,
was embedded in a silicone elastomer substrate. Two fields of a hundred metal points were
connected in parallel with the wires - copper in
the anode layer and aluminum in the cathode,
which simply moved further apart from each
other as the substrate was stretched.
A gel in the middle serves as the electrolyte and
provides for continuous ion transport. The tiny
battery kept a volumetric capacity of about 1.1
milliampere hours per square centimeter even
at maximum extension, according to the researchers. Fully charged, the tiny battery powered
an LED for about nine hours. The researchers
only observed a slight loss of performance even
after 20 load cycles.
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A longer life for

lithium-sulfur
batteries
Electric cars have still got it tough in the German
marketplace. They are too expensive and their
range is too short. This is an opportune time for
a breakthrough in efficient and low-cost lithiumsulfur batteries.

T

here are currently over 40 million cars on
Germany’s roads. Only a fraction of them
are powered by electric energy – around
6,400 vehicles according to the Federal Ministry
of Transport, Building and Urban Development.
The comparatively short range of electric cars
doesn’t help their popularity, with drivers often
having to start the search for a charging station
after a mere 100 kilometers, not to mention the
high price of the batteries, which cost several
thousand euros. Remedying this situation has
researchers looking at new options in developing more efficient technologies.
An extremely promising avenue of research is
the lithium-sulfur battery, which is significantly more powerful and less expensive than the
better-known lithium-ion battery. Although their
short lifespan has made them unsuitable for
use in cars before now, this may be about to
change in the foreseeable future.
Scientists at the Fraunhofer Institute for Material and Beam Technology IWS in Dresden
have developed a new design that increases
the charge cycles of lithium-sulfur batteries by a
factor of seven. “During previous tests, the batteries scarcely crossed the 200-cycle mark. By
means of a special combination of anode and
cathode material, we have now managed to
extend the lifespan of lithium-sulfur button cells
to 1,400 cycles,” says Dr. Holger Althues, head
of the Chemical Surface Technology group at
IWS, who is delighted with his team’s breakthrough. The anode of the team’s prototype is
not made from the usual metallic lithium, but
from a silicon-carbon compound instead.
This compound is significantly more stable, as
it changes less during each charging process
than metallic lithium. The more the structure of
the anode changes, the more it interacts with
the liquid electrolyte, which is situated between the anode and the cathode and carries
the lithium-ions. This process causes the liquid
to break down into gas and solids and the battery to dry out. “In extreme cases, the anode
“grows” to reach the cathode, creating a short
circuit and causing the battery to stop working
altogether,” explains Althues.

and lifespan of a battery. In the lithium-sulfur
model, the cathode is composed of elemental
sulfur. The advantage here is that unlike cobalt
– the main cathode material used in lithium-ion
batteries – sulfur is available in almost unlimited
quantities and is therefore cheaper. The problem remains, however, that sulfur also interacts
with the liquid electrolyte, which impairs the
performance of batteries and, in the worst case,
causes them to lose capacity entirely.
The IWS researchers are using porous carbons
to slow down this process. “We have precisely altered the pores to allow the sulfur to lodge
there, slowing down the rate at which it combines with the electrolyte,” clarifies Althues. He
and his colleagues have developed a method of
manufacturing these special cathodes.
The experts at IWS measure the capacity of
a battery in watt-hours per kilogram (Wh/kg).
Over the long term, they expect lithium-sulfur
batteries to reach an energy density of up to 600
Wh/kg. For comparison: the maximum energy
density of the lithium-ion batteries currently in
use is a mere 250 Wh/kg. “In the medium term,
figures around the 500 Wh/kg mark are more
realistic. In practical terms, this means you can
drive twice as far with the same battery weight,”
says Althues.
This of course implies that significantly lighter
battery models are possible – an interesting
prospect not only for automakers but for smartphone manufacturers too. After all, the overall
weight of smartphones would be greatly reduced if they had lighter batteries. “Lithium-sulfur
technology might even make electric flying a realistic possibility. Although such progress is still
a long way off,” adds Althues.
The researchers are currently working on further
optimizing the material and using it in larger
battery models. They are also turning their attention to suitable manufacturing methods. And
with good reason, as this is the only way the
technology will reach a mass market, leading to
a significant increase in the number of electric
cars on Germany’s roads.

The interplay between anode and cathode is
the critical factor determining the performance
38
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New Hybrid and
EV-Battery Service Tool

T

he GRX-5100 Hybrid/EV from Midtronics is
the first tool for servicing and depowering
hybrid/EV high voltage batteries for various hybrid and electric vehicles. Due to the depowering function, battery packs from vehicles with
severe accident damage can be safely depowered for storage, recycling or transport. “We
have been working in tandem with various vehicle manufacturers to develop this innovative
solution to improve the serviceability of electric
and hybrid vehicle battery systems, whether it
be routine repair or complete depowering for
safe transport, storage or recycling,” said Midtronics Chief Technology Officer Kevin Bertness,
Technology Officer at Midtronics.

IPM’s for use in hybrid
and electric vehicles

.... News & Innovations .....................

on voltage of 2.0 V. Both modules with the same
footprint are designed for higher voltages than
previously existing versions of the J-Series,
which begins at 300 A/600 V and 150 A/1200
V. In addition they provide the power for IGBTdrivers and control logic. Initial samples will be
available beginning August 2013.

ith the J-Series, Mitsubishi Electric has
presented intelligent power semiconductor modules for use in electric and hybrid
vehicles. They are based on the CSTBTTM
chip technology of the manufacturer. The PM800CJG060G is designed for 800 A/600 V and
has a saturation voltage of typically 1.8 V at
Tj=25°C. The corresponding values for the PM500CJG120G are 500 A/1200 V with a saturati-
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CombiBox - the next Generation

Lithium-Ion Capacitors
up to 200 Farad

T

aiyo Yuden LIC capacitors are available
from Blume Elektronik. In the temperature
range from -25 to +70° C, they provide a maximum voltage of 3.8 V. 3.5 V is possible in the
extended temperature range up to +85° C. Versions are available with capacitances of 40 F,
100 F und 200 F. Lithium-Ion Capacitors (LIC)
are hybrid capacitors. Capacitance results from
a series connection of a positive electrode with
a static double layer capacitor and a negative
electrode with an electrochemical pseudocapacitor.

Optocoupler drives
motor drives

T

W

EV tester simulates electric
vehicle at the charging point

he gate driver optocoupler FOD8318 from
Fairchild Semiconductor has an active Miller camp function. The component with 2.5 A
output current can drive motor drives. There is
an intelligent gate driver optocoupler FOD8318
with an active Miller clamp function. The component is an IGBT drive optocoupler with 2.5 A
output current capable of driving 1200 V/150 A
IGBT’s. The FOD8318 consists of an integrated
gate drive optocoupler featuring low RDS(ON)
CMOS transistors to drive the IGBT from rail to
rail and an integrated high-speed isolated feedback for fault sensing. The component has an
active Miller clamp function to shut off the IGBT
during a high dv/dt situation without the need of
a negative supply voltage. In addition, it includes protection features to prevent fault conditions that otherwise can lead to thermal instability and thus the destruction of the IGBT’s. The
component is suited for fast-switching driving
of power IGBT’s and MOSFET’s used in motor
control drives and isolated IGBT drives.

W

henever a charger unit for electric vehicles
has been installed or serviced, it requires
testing to ensure it has retained full functionality. The EV tester was developed by WaltherWerken, and simulates an electric vehicle under charge, thus permitting response testing of
the charging facility and charger cable without
a vehicle and allowing any necessary measurements to be taken. Built-in toggle switches
are used to simulate a coding resistance in the
charger cable’s plug for currents of 13 A, 16/20
A, 32 A and 63 A for type 2, and to specify the
vehicle status: B, C or D. The charging facility
responds accordingly, locks the plug in place
and switches on the charge voltage.

Simple car
charging with
maximum safety?

T

he second generation of Sedlbauer’s CombiBox replaces its previous display operation with a modern smartphone app. Similarly,
user authentication is verified by mobile phone,
using NFC. Moreover, the current charge status is displayed by LEDs directly on the charger
casing. The optional integration of a payment
function is also planned, along with a link to a
backend system to allow central management
of several users. As before, there are two possible socket types that can be used: a type 2
socket for electric motor vehicles which enable
fast charging with up to 32A in accordance with
the prevailing standard (Mode 3) and a standard
retail power outlet socket for electric bicycles.

ABB eCharger

Mode 3 charger for electric vehicles
Easy: Intuitive and ergonomic handling
Safe: Reliable components from ABB
Fast: AC charging up to 22kW
Robust: Solid aluminium enclosure
Modular: For wall- or pole mounting
www.abb.ch/eMobility

Sure.

ABB STOTZ-KONTAKT GmbH
Postfach 10 16 80
69123 Heidelberg, Deutschland
Telefon: +49 (0) 6221 7 01-0
Telefax: +49 (0) 6221 7 01-13 25
e-mail: info.desto@de.abb.com
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Free-Piston Linear Generator

serving the benefits of an electric vehicle: short
distances of up to fifty kilometres, for instance
in the inner city, can now be covered by purely
electric means. For longer distances, the range
extender takes over. It features the familiar safety and independence of a combustion engine.
As a bridge technology, it makes electromobility
interesting to a wide audience.

New Range Extender for Electric Cars

Transfer of technology to industry

The free-piston linear generator (FPLG):
A new range extender for electric vehicles

Control room of the FPLG laboratory at the
DLR Institute for Vehicle Concepts

S

cientists at the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) in Stuttgart have developed a
fundamentally new drive concept designed to extend the range of electric motor vehicles: the free-piston linear generator (FPLG) is
a combustion engine that generates electricity.
The electricity is used to power the electric car
when the battery is empty. Unlike conventional
range extenders, the free-piston linear generator runs on variety of different fuels.
The people from the Stuttgart DLR Institute for
Vehicle Concepts employed a specially developed test bench to demonstrate the feasibility of
the technology. They were the first in the world
to succeed in successfully putting an energy
transformer comprising combustion unit, linear
generator and gas spring into operation.
New structural approach with powerful
regulator
“Engineers have long been aware of the drive’s
basic principle. But by installing a gas spring,
this is the first time that the DLR researchers
have succeeded in creating a system with sufficient operational stability. The challenge was
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to develop a high-performance mechanical system with a highly dynamic regulator that was
able to control the complex interplay between
the various components,” says Prof. Ulrich
Wagner, DLR director of energy and transport,
when asked to describe the innovation.
The free-piston linear generator functions in
a similar manner to a conventional combustion engine. However, it does not first transform
the linear motion of the pistons into rotational
movement of the crankshaft but uses it to directly generate electricity. A fuel-air mixture is
ignited in the combustion chamber, and when it
expands, it pushes the pistons towards the gas
springs. These then halt the pistons and push
them back. The linear generator transforms
the kinetic energy of the pistons into electricity,
which supplies the electric motor. The controller
developed by the DLR engineers can precisely
regulate the movement of the pistons to a degree of a tenth of a millimetre. At the same time,
it is able to detect fluctuations in the combustion
process and compensate them.
Variable characteristics for an optimum operating strategy

Compared to conventional drive technologies,
the free-piston linear generator allows flexible
configuration of the compression ratio, piston
speed and engine size. This means that a variety of different fuels can be used, from petrol,
diesel and natural gas to ethanol or hydrogen.
Its variable characteristics mean that the range extender can always be adjusted to attain
the optimum operating strategy for the current
speed and driving style.

“Our function demonstrator has allowed us to
show for the first time that our free-piston linear
generator principle can actually be implemented. The next step will comprise developing the
technology in cooperation with the industry and
building a prototype,” explains the head of the
institute.
For this purpose, the DLR has concluded a
technology transfer contract with the Universal
Motor

“This means we can always set the motor’s
operating point to ensure that it is operating at
maximum efficiency and environmental friendliness,” concludes Prof. Horst E. Friedrich, head
of the DLR Institute for Vehicle Concepts. At the
same time, the free-piston linear generator requires fewer components. For example, it has
neither a crankshaft nor a camshaft, components that are absolutely essential in every conventional combustion engine.
Increasing the flexibility of electric cars

“Maximum efficiency
and environmental
friendliness”
prof. horst e. friedrich
leiter dlr institut

High-efficiency range extenders like the freepiston linear generator are more than just emergency units. The free-piston linear generator
makes it possible to equip electric cars with far
smaller batteries while as far as possible pre-

Empty battery? As a range extender, the free-piston
linear generator supplies electric cars with the
electricity it needs.

Corporation GmbH, and will continue to provide
academic supervision to ongoing work activities. One objective is to optimise the free-piston
linear generator’s size and weight to allow one
or more units to fit in the underside of a car. According to first assessments, this will enable the
vehicle range to be extended by about 600 kilometres without making the vehicle any heavier.
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E-Wheel Drive
Highly integrated wheel hub drives
are a key for concepts
With its electrical wheel hub drive E-Wheel
Drive, Schaeffler offers a solution for tomorrow‘s
mobility. In the second generation highly integrated wheel hub drive, all of the necessary assembly parts for drive, braking and driving safety - such as the electric motor, power
electronics,controller, brake and cooling - are
installed in the rim. The innovative electric drive
is being put through trials in a development vehicle based on a Ford Fiesta.
The technical benchmarking data are for up to
40 kW per drive, or continuous power of two
times 33 kW. In traditional terms, that corresponds to up to 110 or 90 horsepower. The fluidcooled wheel hub drive delivers a torque of up
to 700 Nm. That means that the current wheel
hub drive E-Wheel drive, compared to the 2010
Schaeffler concept-vehicle, with the first level
development hub wheel drive Schaeffler Hybrid
(based on an Opel Corsa), has one third more
power and a 75% higher torque. The electrical
current of the high-voltage drive is 360 – 420
volts.
Weighing in at a total of 53 kilograms, the additional weight of the highly integrated wheel
hub drive, compared to a conventional wheel
44

with wheel-bearing and brake, amounts to 45
kilograms. Packaging space of 16 liters is built
into a 16 inch rim. Compared to the wheel hub
motor of the alpha generation, where the power electronics was still built into the vehicle, the
highly integrated wheel hub drive puts an additional six kilograms onto the scale.

datory in some population centers, the wheel
hub drive creates a previously unknown space
economy. In these novel vehicle concepts, all of
the relevant assembly parts for propulsion, braking and driving safety are housed in the wheel.
Maximum space for the passengers, baggage,
as well as the battery, electronics and communication remains in the vehicle platform. Vehicle
manufacturers can implement various chassis
on that basis. It is similar to the way the Autobahn once began.“
The Fiesta E-Wheel Drive just arrived back
from extensive test trips in frigid Scandinavia.

The winter trial is part of the extensive development, tuning and test program. Dynamic driving
tests play a major part. „In the context of the
research by recognized test organizations, the
wheel hub drive and its drivability, in contrast to
the wide-spread and repeatedly asserted reservations with respect to wheel sprung masses in
test vehicles – and so also the intended areas
of application – were observed to be unfounded and differences in driving behavior even for
experienced car test drivers could not be observed,“ explains Dr. Raphael Fischer. Instead,
the Fiesta E-Wheel Drive exhibits an extraordinary dynamic. In addition to the application of a
driving dynamic stability control, the two wheel
hub drives also make a so-called torque vectoring possible, which is a wheel-selective distribution of drive torques.
„In that way, highly integrated wheel hub drives
offer a perfect use of space, clear advantages
with respect to maneuverability, driving dynamics and active safety. This can play a significant role in the future, particularly in combination with autonomous driving,“ explains Prof.
Peter Gutzmer. „The electrical wheel hub drive
could become a drive for the day-after-tomorrow and a valuable supplement to the array of
drive systems, which, seen globally, will continue to be governed by the increasingly electrified combustion engine drive train.“

„On the whole, we still managed to yet again
reduce the vehicle weight,“ according to Dr. Raphael Fischer, head of the product group Wheel
Hub Drives in the Schaeffler system house
electrical mobility, „since, in addition to the liquid cooling, we also put the power electronics
and the controller into the wheel. Thus, extensive cabling in the vehicle is not needed.“
„The B-segment vehicle serves as a test car.
Wheel hub drives can fully flex their muscles
only in new vehicle concepts,“ according to the
assessment of the drive innovations by Prof.
Peter Gutzmer, Schaeffler Executive Board for
Research and Development. „The highly integrated hub wheel drive first makes it possible to
freely rethink the urban car in a new way. It is
a key to future new vehicle concepts and automobile platforms. For electric cars used in an
urban environment, which might become man45

Smart Grid
begins on the

road

Energy turnaround will only be successful with intelligent
information and communications technology. In the energy world of tomorrow, not only are over a million new energy producers to be integrated, but also new solutions for
electromobility.

E

The Telekom developed the AutoLinQ for Electric Vehicles platform together with Continental.
This makes it possible to call up certain data via
smart phone and link to information.

Being environmentally friendly with an electric
car is, for most people, still a vision of the future. For citizens of the Austrian federal state of
Vorarlberg and the district of Lake Constance,
it is already part of everyday life. The Telekom
in Friedrichshafen at Lake Constance, together
with the Deutsche Bahn and the local energy
provider Stadtwerk am See, started a project in
the spring of 2012 to integrate electromobility
into the energy grid. The project partners not
only want to link electrical vehicles and the power grid, they also want to connect the E-cars into
an environmentally friendly mobility concept.

Intelligent battery charging is the main function
of the network. The charging intelligence of
AutoLinQ regulates when and at which battery charge capacity batteries are supplied with
electricity from conventional household wall
plugs. VLOTTE customers can also access additional services via their smart phone or their
home PC. With apps they can locate electric
vehicles, regulate the charging process, and
read out their consumption data. In the future it
should also be possible for the AutoLinQ technology to regulate park heating and ventilation
by remote control. Then the car will already be
warm when the customer wants to get into it
and the windshield will be ice-free.

nergy turnaround will only be successful
with intelligent information and communications technology. In the energy world
of tomorrow, not only are over a million new
energy producers to be integrated, but also new
solutions for electromobility.

Following the two E-cars that were available for
an initial test phase, at the beginning of 2013 the
Telekom and its partners expanded the project
to the district of Lake Constance with the support of the Federal Ministry for Transportation.
Soon 30 electric cars and 40 charging stations
will be available to the region. The operation will
initially be tested by a closed group of testers,
which will be expanded over the course of the
project. The vehicles will be integrated into the
public transportation network so that the users
can transfer from a bus or a train to the car, and
vice versa.
Via a mobile phone app, participants can rent
the electric vehicles spontaneously. The car
transmits data such as range and charge level
of the battery by mobile radio to the smart phone of the potential renter. Since the app also
shows the location of the car, rail travelers can
have the best available electric car shown on
their smart phones while they are still in transit and directly reserve and pay for the car. Far
more electric cars are already en route in the
neighboring Austrian state of Vorarlberg. There are currently 357 vehicles involved in the
VLOTTE project, which thus represents one of
the largest European model projects for electromobility.
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Of the 357 privately and publicly owned electric
cars, 20 of them are currently linked into the AutoLinQ mobility platform. In the next step of the
project, the AutoLinQ vehicles will be integrated into the grid and energy management of the
„Vorarlberg Netz“ provider to learn more about
the impact of electromobility on the power grid.
Using the data from the single year of the trial
run, Continental has gained information, especially about vehicle usage, energy consumption, recharging in transit, charging behavior and
diagnostic factors. It turns out that linking all
systems is important for an optimal energy management. For example, batteries should not
be fully charged before a longer trip from the
mountains into the valley, because they recharge automatically when driving downhill.
The trial operation up to now has shown that
98% of all trips were shorter than 50 kilometers.
That means that the fear of being stranded with
an empty battery is largely unfounded. This is
probably also the case for German drivers whose driving profile indicates mostly short and medium distance trips. Conversely, this means that
in 95% of all cases the battery still has a usable
capacity of 30%.
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X-Games
goes Electric
With a trained eye and a flexible
outlook, you‘ve got the future in sight.

eXplorinG uncharted
territory iS no deSk JoB.
Share your paSSion for interdiSciplinary work.

G

ovecs is the official supplier of X-Games
Munich. As such, the enterprise will be
providing several electric scooters for
the Munich Olympic Park with which the organization committee and the athletes can cover
the distances of the Olympic Games in 1972 on
the extensive grounds. Between June 27 and
30, these vehicles will support the international
major event to take place in Munich in 2013 for
the first time.

to become a hotspot for the local action sports
scene. A spacious test track at the center of the
Olympic Park and the X-Games venue includes

– Electric drivetrains
– Power electronics
– Electric machines
– High-volt storage
– Electro-chemical cell research
– Fuel-cell technology
Your skills and your experience will help us to get exceptional ideas and innovations off the drawing board and
onto the road. Redefine mobility with us.

The first events of the legendary action sports
racket took place this year in Foz do Iguaçu,
Brasil, and in Barcelona, Spain. The last events
will be held in Los Angeles. Munich expects
around 100,000 visitors and is proud to present
not only sports events, but also international
music acts during the X-Fest Munich festivities.
The mixed X-Fest area is accessible to visitors
free of charge and represents an entertaining
combination of interactive zones, music stages, movies, culture, information and is bound
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At the BMW Group, the future is reinvented every day. With specialists who are sure-footed enough to confidently go beyond the beaten path. In flexible teams, where intellect and intuition combine to create solutions that have
never before been imagined. Discover excellent development opportunities with the BMW Group engineering
team. Join us and shape the future of automotive design. We want to enter the future even stronger, so our team
in Munich is currently seeking Development engineers specialised in:

You can apply for this position online at www.bmwgroup.jobs. Here, you can also find out
more about BMW as an employer, our various entry programmes and other job opportunities.
Alternatively, you can scan the QR code to directly access our application system.
www.facebook.com/bmwkarriere

a large fleet of electric GOVECS scooters for
test drives to give visitors a chance to experience electric mobility live on site.

Recruiting
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E-Bikes
Keep moving with

Tailwind

The E-bike is on track as part of mobility for the
future. Recent research shows that the E-bike
is replacing the automobile in many ways in
everyday life. E-bikes can make an important
contribution to sustainable mobility. This is confirmed by market developments.
While 330,000 E-bikes were sold in Germany in
2011, in 2012 there were nearly 380,000. The
chief reason for the rise of about 15% in comparison to 2011 were continued developments
in battery and power train technologies, newer
models and changing mobility behavior of citizens. With a market share of currently 10% of
the total market (+2% relative to 2011), the Ebike again emphasizes its opportunity in everyday mobility.
The Zweirad-Industrie-Verband [Bicycle Industry Association] e.V. (ZIV) recognized this trend
quite early and, together with the German bicycle, bicycle parts and accessories industry,
repeatedly emphasized the many positive characteristics and prospects of the E-bike.

„The E-Bike is not
bought ‚instead
of‘ but as an
addition.“
SIEGFRIED NEUBERGER
CEO ZIV

According to ZIV research, the market for Ebikes in Germany could level off over the medium term at an annual share of up to 15% of the
total market. Currently, the majority of E-bike
buyers are the so-called „silver agers“, but that
is now changing. Younger people, particularly
in urban environments, are increasingly discovering the opportunities and applications of an
E-bike in everyday mobility.
With a total of over 1.3 million E-bikes on German roads, the German bicycle, bicycle parts
and accessories industry has achieved something that other industrial sectors have not
yet attained. Electric mobility has matured, with
a suffcient number of units, and is on the road
for everyone to experience it.
On its own, without state subsidies, the Ger50

man bicycle, bicycle parts and accessories industry has exceeded the target of the federal
government, bringing nearly 1 million electrical
vehicles onto Germany‘s roads by 2020.
About 95% of all E-bikes sold, according to ZIV
estimates, are so-called pedelecs. Pedaling
with these vehicles is supported up to a maximum speed of 25 km/h with the power of an
electric motor of up to 250 watts. Concretely,
that means: no insurance indicator or scooter
inspection certificate, and the bicycle path can
be used. Although helmets are not mandatory
for pedelecs, the ZIV recommends that helmets
be worn on a voluntary basis.
The largest markets for E-bikes in Europe are
the Netherlands and Germany, which together
comprise over 50% of the entire European market. Following the 900,000 E-bikes sold in 2011,
sales in Europe rose again, by about 22% to
1.1 million units sold in 2012.
„The continuously changing mobility behavior
of citizens, as well as the many positive opportunities that bicycles and the E-bike offer
for everyday mobility, are good reasons for the
German bicycle, bicycle parts and accessories
industry to look positively into the future,“ says
Siegfried Neuberger, manager of ZIV.
Italy is also catching up
The ANCMA, the Italian industrial association
for the bicycle industry, recently presented sales figures for the country for 2012. Electric bicycles are growing, while ever fewer traditional
bicycles are sold. In comparison to the previous year, total bicycle sales in Italy dropped by
about 8.2% to around 1.6 million. Pedelec sales
rose, however, by a substantial 9.5%, to 48,200
units sold. Italy is thus lining itself up after the
Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland and Austria among the ranks of the strong European Ebike countries.
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..................... E-Bike ....

Anti-theft protection 2.0:
GPS-tracker for E-Bikes

A

n invisible GPS tracker mounted on the
bike sends out an SMS alarm in case of
theft and indicates the position of the stolen
bike. The SpyBike from PSP is an interesting
option to protect expensive E-bikes. The transmitter is lowered into the front frame tube and
fixed with a special wrench. The driver starts up
the system with an activation key. Now, if the
bike is moved, the owner immediately receives
an SMS on his mobile phone. The GPS-LiveTracking system is activated at the same time,
and it reports the current position of the stolen
bike to a tracking sever.

First E-Bike from BMW

Automatic transmission
gets new software

T

he NuVinci Harmony is a continuous internal gear hub which regulates the gear
transmission ratio automatically and works with
the power from the E-bike‘s battery. Now new
operating software has appeared, which clearly
became necessary because of the cold winter.
It is designed to function better when temperatures go far below zero and general drivability has also been improved. The new firmware version 2.1 makes an immediate cold start
possible – even under bitterly cold conditions.
The software helps prevent possible failure of a
fuse which could lead to a failure of the automatic shift. Moreover, the stability in shifting and
other processes is also enhanced. The shifting
position is now saved with more stability, which
makes calibration easier.

July 25, 2013
New Munich Trade Fair Centre, Hall B6

4th International Bike Development
Conference

eROCKIT goes into series

T

he e-Cruisebike from BMW is the second ebike from a German automobile manufacturer, following the Smart-Pedelec, to go into series production - for now in a small run of 1000
pieces. „For us,“ says BMW spokeswoman Karin Evers about the decision to limit production
to 1000 units, „it is important that we can introduce the new product to our customers and provide them service in an optimal way.“ A Bosch
electric motor with 250 watt power supports the
driver’s pedaling up to a maximum speed of 25
km/h. When the capacity of the 300 Wh battery
is exhausted, it is removed with a wrench and
can be completely charged at a wall outlet in 2.5
hours. Then the BMW Cruise e-Bike regains its
range of up to 70 kilometers. In charging mode,
the battery reaches 80% of its charge capacity
in an hour and a half. After two and a half hours
it is fully charged.
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W

ith this E-bike, cars can be left behind
at the traffic light. The „Human-Hybrid“
was already launched a few years ago. Now
it is street-legal and can be purchased. It looks
more like a heavy motorcycle and with its 123
kg, it weighs considerably more than a regular
E-bike. For driving fun, the eRockit has a 12 HP
motor which generates a torque of 75 newton
meters, so it is ready for fast acceleration. In
spite of the high weight, the E-bike claims to
have a range of 50 to 70 kilometers with one
battery charge. Top speed is between 73 and
81 km/h.

Topics

Development objectives are made
transparent

• eBike
• Ergonomics & Comfort
• Measuring, Checking, Testing
www.bike-conference.com
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Smart Energy

becomes reality!

The winners of the Smart Energy Award 2013

T

he winners of the Smart Energy Award
2013 were announced during the 2nd
International Smart Energy Conference
on 14 May 2013 in Frankfurt. In a celebratory
awards ceremony, the Hessian State Minister
for the Environment, Energy, Agriculture and
Consumer Protection, Lucia Puttrich, handed
over the Hessian State Award for Smart Energy with total prize money of EUR 16,500 to the
winners in the categories Smart Grids, Energy
Storage and Energy ICT and also the two special categories Students and Hessian Pupils.
„The key to the success of the energy turnaround is development and research in the area
of energy technology. I am therefore pleased
that there are people and companies with innovative ideas and the courage to put these
ideas into practice to promote the development
of efficient energy technologies”, says Minister
of State in praise of the numerous entries of this
year‘s competition.
Winner in the category Smart Grids:
iNES – the Smart Distribution Grid

finger Mauell GmbH and SAG GmbH, which,
in 2011, started the research project “iNES” to
develop an intelligent distribution grid station
as an important component of smart grid. Since
mid-2012 the consortium has been testing the
operation of several decentralized low-voltage
network in the two testing grounds BergenEnkheim and Bornheim. As the centrepiece,
the intelligent distribution grid station iNES
takes on the dynamic monitoring and control of
the low-voltage network. Here it uses modern
communication technologies in order to measure the network utilisation at critical points in
the low-voltage network and, if necessary, to
intervene to regulate. One key advantage of
the system solution iNES is, in particular, that
thanks to the independent way iNES works, the
already available infrastructure can continue to
be used and only needs to have technical components added.
Winner in the category Energy-Storage:
neeoMega – scalable lithium-ion battery for
large plants an highest demands

GmbH. As a scalable storage solution, neeoMega is designed for particularly powerful renewable energy plants producing large amounts
of energy and enables reliable long-term operation in the megawatt range. The very powerful
thermal management system ensures overall
energy efficiency of the mass storage device as
a container solution which cannot be reached
by alternative concepts.

tifying electrical devices based on their power
consumption. According to their vision, a smart
electrical socket will independently inform the
home automation system about connected devices. User interaction to control light and other
electrical appliances, which conventional smart
home solutions currently still depend on, could
therefore be minimised or even rendered no
longer necessary.

Winner in the category Energy-ICT:
SMA Smart Home – the universal system
concept for households with a PV system

Excellence award granted for extraordinary
commitent in promoting students´projects
in the field of energy: Edertalschule Frankenberg

With its energy system SMA Smart Home, SMA
Solar Technology GmbH came out ahead of
the competition in the category „Energy-ICT“.
The universal system concept for households
with a solar power plant uses various input variables, an intelligent control device and a battery
storage system to automatically gear electricity consumption without any loss of comfort towards the energy production of the household´s
own power system and the current demands of
the grid and the energy markets. The energy
system SMA Smart Home was able to prove
it is fit for the future in particular as it not only
enables automatic control of standard domestic
appliances but also direct communication with
upcoming smart generations of devices and
also the integration of heating elements, heat
pumps or electric vehicles.
Winner in the special category Students:
Developing the intelligent electrical socket
– System for detecting electric devices by
means of their power input

Victory in the category “Smart Grid was enjoyed by the research consortium consisting of
Mainova AG, the University of Wuppertal, Bil54

IIn the category Energy-Storage the specialist
Jury was won over by the scalable lithium-ion
battery neeoMega from the company Akasol

With their submission “The way to the smart
electrical socket”, the two students Sebastian
Kößler and Till Schmitt celebrated winning a
prize of EUR 1,000 in the category “Students”.
In their work they present a system for iden-

For its extraordinary commitment in promoting students´projects in the field of energy,
the Edertalschule Frankenberg was granted an excellence award for schools. The
students´project “microalgae”, for example
launched by the students Laura Dzubiella, Mirjam Sulmann and Janina Meyer under the direction of their teacher Björn Croll, deals with
the idea of developing an alternative fuel with
the aim to replace kerosene with microalgae.
In other projects, students have dealt with the
topics of vegetable coal and photovoltaics.

Download Yearbook
An overview of all nominated companies in the
categories Smart Grids, Energy Storage, Energy ICT and the two special categories Students
and Hessian Pupils can be found in the Smart
Energy Yearbook 2013.
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Electromobility
needs

MATERIALICA

magazine

infrastructure
A

ccording to the Association of the Bicycle
Industry, there are approximately 1.3 million electric bicycles in use on the streets
of Germany, and the number is increasing rapidly: according to estimates by the Association, around 600,000 e-bikes and pedelecs will
be added to this number each year, and the
number of electric scooters is also rising steadily.

and insurance.”

This new form of mobility necessitates expansion of the existing infrastructure, something
which all experts agree. However, so far, insufficient attention has been placed on the charger
infrastructure, which according to observations
by the specialists for outdoor facilities and urban amenities, E. Ziegler Metallbearbeitung, is
still in the early stages of its development.

Together with experienced partners in the bicycle industry, Ziegler has worked intensively
on flexible solutions that are also tenable for the
future. All products are now presented together
for the first time in the current specialist journal,
‘Mobility Needs Infrastructure’, which is directed at planners and decision makers in cities,
councils, institutions and companies. Under the
name of ‘Velo Connector’, the company supplies modular, expandable systems, such as
charger units, locking facilities and bike boxes,
which together allow safe charging and parking
of electric bicycles. There is also a pilot project
with ABUS, in the form of ‘EnergyBus e.V. ‘, in
which a ‘charge lock cable’ has been developed
almost to market level. It combines locking and
charging with an additional alarm function.

“Existing solutions do not fulfil users’ demands
for safe storage of the battery and charger and
locking facilities for the bike,” says general manager Christoph Ziegler. “Moreover, the majority of manufacturers only permit charging in dry
spaces. An outdoor power socket would be inadequate and quickly lead to material damage
and serious problems in terms of fire protection
56

To provide planners with an overview of the
challenges and to inform them of the status of
technical developments regarding public-space
charging, Ziegler AG has now published a brochure, entitled ‘Mobility Needs Infrastructure’,
which can be downloaded free of charge from
www.ziegler-metall.de.

Lightweight Design
for New Mobility
57
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MATERIALICA 2013

16th International Trade Fair for Materials Applications,
Surface Technology and Product Engineering

October 15 - 17 2013
Munich Trade Fair Center

Lightweight Design for New Mobility!
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Smart Materials
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Applying German engineering skill
against German angst
There is no question that electric and hybrid mobility faces
major challenges on its way towards wide market acceptance. The excessive volume of critical opinion and often exaggerated scepticism relating to the concepts of these new
forms of mobility certainly aren’t helping to make things any
easier.
In the coming months, BMW will be putting its electric i3 car
onto the market, marking a further important step towards
demonstrating the useful benefits and interesting possibilities that electromobility has to offer. Several weeks ago, I
took the opportunity to discover several exciting details of
the i3’s technical solutions and strategic concepts at a presentation by Dr. Julian Weber, head of e-mobility innovation projects at the BMW Group, which he gave on e-Monday
(www.e-monday.com) – the leading network for electromobility. I was therefore not surprised when Norbert Reithofer,
chairman of the board at BMW AG, spoke of the so-called
‘German angst’ – the fear that Germans tend to have of new
concepts. Fear slows down innovation and undermines new
developments, sometimes fully. With the launch of the i3,
BMW is making a clear statement – sophisticated engineering skill, technical creativity, and high design standards are
the best medicine with which to effectively counter ‘German
angst’.
By the way, what active ingredients are to medicine, materials are to the engineering disciplines. For a comprehensive
view of the full range of material-based solutions for mobile
applications, visit the sixteenth MATERIALICA Lightweight
Design for New Mobility event at the Munich Exhibition Centre, which will be held on 15-17 October of this year
I look forward to meeting you there.

Testing

Dr.-Ing. Christoph Konetschny

Materialsgate – advisory office for materials and technology
www.materialsgate.com
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Material-Innovations

Insight: transparent ceramics

for mobile applications

Composites: light, stable and recyclable

Picture: Ceramtec GmbH

CeramTec GmbH based in Plochingen is the
first European ceramics manufacturer to succeed in developing a high-transparency ceramic material to market level and to produce it
at serial scale. In addition to its transparent properties, the material Perlucor® also features several other complex characteristics. Perlucor®
is harder than conventional glass, highly resistant to wear and tear, able to withstand extreme
mechanical loads and also extremely resistant
to chemical and thermal stress. It is this high
quality characteristics profile that makes Perlucor® an interesting test material when it comes
to forward-looking applications in such areas as
mechanical, plant and equipment engineering
as well as optical applications in the fields of
light, design, jewellery and architecture.

N

ew material developments and smart
production technologies continue
to enrich the spectrum of solutions
that are setting new trends, especially in the
field of automobile construction. In addition to new lightweight materials, which we
will once again be looking at in this edition
of MATERIALICA-Spezial, there are several
new developments based on conventional
material classes that display interesting
characteristics profiles and which demand
further investigation and utilisation. Material transfers and substitutions harbour great
potential when it comes to implementing innovative parts and components which are
capable of bringing about the decisive technological lead. So keep curious!
Hybrid method:
Back-lit ceramic components
Engineers from the specialist ceramic company Sembach Technical Ceramics from Lauf
have developed an innovative hybrid method
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GmbH & Co. KG from Frankenberg realises
custom-surface designs using sophisticated
grinding, polishing and brushing techniques on
aluminium and stainless steel substrates – designs which reliably and sustainably fulfil the
demand for unique and distinctive features.

Metals: surface statements

Gorcell, supplied by the company Renolit, is an
interesting and lightweight composite material
with a honeycomb core structure. The material
is highly versatile in its workability, is said to be
very resistant, inexpensive, and 100% recyclable. Gorcell can be used to make parts and
components with complex forms to customer
specification, by means of thermoforming. Its
range of applications can be further extended
by combining the material with suitable surface
coatings, such as non-woven fabrics, decorative films or textiles. It is then possible to customcreate a wide variety of design and functional
features. These varied possibilities make Gorcell an ideal material in such applications as
vehicle upholstery, wall coverings and furniture
making.
It is my hope that these material presentations
will meet with your interest and support you in
your daily work. In the next edition of MATERIALICA-Spezial, we will for the first time be looking at materials that help to integrate functions
and miniaturise technical systems.
Please send feedback and suggestions for future themes to
konetschny@materialsgate.de
Dr.-Ing. Christoph Konetschny

Material scout
Technical adviser for MATERIALICA
Materialsgate – Advisory Office for Materials and
Technology
www.materialsgate.com

Picture: Sembach Technical Ceramics

that could prove very interesting on the manmachine interface. This new technology has
succeeded in providing uniform backlighting for
complex ceramic components, such as operating controls with illuminated symbols. A particularly interesting aspect is that there are no
visible signs of any connecting stays or unwanted shadows being cast. This new production
method opens up fully new possibilities allowing
ceramic materials to take on a variety of forms
rivalling that of plastics.

Picture: Dr.-Ing. Christoph Konetschny

Metallic materials are indispensible, particularly
when it comes to interior designs in motor vehicles. The unique optical and tactile properties
of this class of materials convey powerful statements, fulfilling expectations of product value,
durability and individuality to a high degree. In
this context, the company INOX Schleiftechnik
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World-Champion Polycarbonate

B

razil is preparing for the 2014 football world
cup, and solid transparent polycarbonate
panels are to be employed to ensure that the
70,000 fans in the future Estadio Nacional stadium in the capital of Brasilia can watch the
games protected from the sun and rain. Already
employed in the Lia Manoliu national stadium in
Bucharest, these panels with the brand name
of Makrolon, developed by Bayer Material Science, will form the architecture of the stadium’s
complex roof structure. The material features a
UV protection layer on both sides, which will remain in place even when subjected to cold bending or many years of weathering. Moreover,
the panels have a transparency level of 82%,
which promotes good grass growth.

Hybrid component
connects A columns

.... News & Innovations .....................

the aluminium tube coated in Vestamelt is used
to connect the two A columns and supports the
entire instrument panel from the steering wheel
to the glove compartment. Until now, these elements were welded or screwed onto the tube
with the aid of metal brackets. The new material
covers the aluminium tube and joins the glassfibre-reinforced polyamide mountings of the individual components with the tube in a firm bond
using injection moulding. “We are also developing other applications for Vestamelt together
with car manufacturers,“ says Martin Risthaus,
global business manager for lightweight design
at Evonik. “For example, structural components
or doors offer considerable potential for weight
reduction.” He added that the Vestamelt concept could also be applied in mechanical engineering and the building industry. Hybrid machine parts were also currently being developed.

World’s first plastic
engine mounting

D

aimler is building its first plastic engine
mounting into the new Mercedes GL class.
The plastic component is just as stress resistant
as the previously used aluminium mounting and
offers improved acoustics properties and better
heat insulation, plus a significant weight advantage. The component is used to support the engine through the engine bracket and is made of
Ultramid® A3WG10 CR, a very highly reinforced
special polyamide optimised for high mechanical loads.

Glass-fibre reinforced
leaf springs

Hybrid CFRP-aluminium joint
for lightweight construction

H

enkel has developed a process together
with Benteler-SGL that allows glass-fibre
reinforced leaf springs to be made from polyurethane matrix resin using a process of resin
transfer moulding (RTM). These composite
leaf springs are said to achieve a weight reduction of 65% compared to conventional steel
leaf springs. With Loctite Max 2, the company
claims to offer a polyurethane matrix resin that
features faster hardening than the conventional
epoxy resins normally used in the RTM process. Due to its lower viscosity, polyurethane
matrix resin is said to penetrate the fibre material more easily and gently, thus enabling short
injection times.

Halogen-free flame-retardant
PA66 for charger plugs

Lightweight brake booster

C

F

rom now on, a hybrid component based on
the Vestamelt bonding agent from Evonik
is to be employed as standard in several different car models by car manufacturer MercedesBenz. According to the chemical engineers, the
hybrid part is said to be invisible from the outside but nevertheless plays an essential role –
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ontinental has begun marketing a new generation of brake boosters. Thanks to their
aluminium design, they are said to be around
50% lighter than previous constructions. The
reduced wall thickness and smaller installation
length of the sheet metal parts save space and
are said to simplify their installation in the vehicle. The ‘Booster Gen. III’ is 1,700 g lighter than
a steel brake booster and 15 mm shorter. The
sheet aluminium is no more than 1.2 millimetres
thick but is said to have the same service life as
previous constructions.

flame retardant. According to suppliers, the
material features just the right combination of
characteristics required for this application: high
flame resistance, surface leakage resistance,
mechanical strength and rigidity. It is also easy
and inexpensive to apply using injection moulding.

I

n its new Libera series of charger plugs for
electric vehicles, the Italian manufacturer
Scame Parre S.p.A now employs “Latamid 66
H2 G/25-V0HF1”, a PA66 compound reinforced
with 25% w/w glass fibres and a halogen-free

S

cientists at the Fraunhofer Institute for Production Engineering and Applied Material
Research have developed new solutions for the
various types of joint encountered in die casting. All the systems investigated pursue the
joint strategy of creating a so-called transitional
structure between the joining materials of aluminium and CFRP. The development of a transition from metal to fibre composite places due
consideration on fibre-compliant design and – in
comparison to conventional joining techniques
– reduced construction space and weight. The
joining element leads to galvanic decoupling
between the materials and thus reduces the
corrosiveness of the aluminium-CFRP material
joint. A particular advantage of these transitional
structures, which can be made of heat-resistant
glass fibres or titanium, is that they can be directly integrated into aluminium components –
a process that is quite simple from the point of
view of production – with the aid of the aluminium casting method that is currently being analysed and developed in the casting technology
section of the Fraunhofer IFAM.
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Light passenger car engine
mounting in plastic

low density and at the end of its useful life it can
be used for energy. The biogenic components
used are CO2 neutral since they do not release
more CO2 than the plants accumulated during
their growth,“ explains Prof. Dr. Oliver Türk from
the University of Applied Sciences Bingen. This
is a major advantage for the project director
with respect to fulfilling legal requirements for
recycling vehicles. But such materials are also
interesting for other industries with significant
material flows, such as the electronics or machine tool industries.

Simply print out

Heating without Metal

E

ngineers at ZF Friedrichshafen have developed a novel rubber-plastic engine mounting that claims to dampen vibrations just as
effectively as previous rubber-metal constructions. And it weighs about 25% less. „Our aim
was to raise the maximum light-weight construction potential of standard engine mounts and
to improve the functionality as well as reliability
even more,“ says Dr. Torsten Bremer, manager
of the Business Unit Rubber & Plastic of the
Chassis Technology Division. The engineers
mastered this challenge by implementing the
engine mount housing using fiber-glass reinforced Polyamide instead of aluminum continuous casting. A total weight reduction of 25%
is achieved thanks to the plastic housing. However, it is crucial that the component remains
just as efficient and stable as its predecessor.
Furthermore, the part is also completely resistant to corrosion and 100% recyclable. Thanks
to its modular construction, the ZF plastic engine mount can also be designed for various types of engines and vehicles at anytime.

Engine hood out of biogenic
composite material

S

cientists from Bingen have developed the
prototype of a smart front hood out of biogenic composite material. The material used for
the prototype was epoxy resin based on plant
oil. Epoxidized oils exhibit very low emissions
after hardening. „The composite material produced from biogenic raw materials has a very
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S

cientists at the Fraunhofer LBF have developed, built and tested a novel ice protection
system for aircraft based on carbon nanotubes
(CNT), which they use as an electrically resistive heater. The heater temperature currently
reaches120°C at room temperature. Wind tunnel trials of the system show promising performance both in de-icing mode, where a wing is
artificially iced, as well as in anti-icing mode,
which prevents ice accumulation during a simulated flight through clouds at low temperatures.
Since the required heating performance differs
depending on the position on the wing’s front
edge, there are energy advantages when different heating zones are implemented. Since
the system contains no metal, it is especially
suited to components made of CFK. The different thermal expansion and fatigue behaviors of
previous metallic heating elements and the fiber
composite base structure repeatedly caused
premature failures or changes in the resistance.
Advantages can also be achieved in the area of
lighting protection. The crucial advantage, however, is the low weight. Just as CNT cable will
replace copper cable in the future, this material
can also replace metallic heating elements and
save weight and emissions in the process.

One new possibility for producing an automobile is to simply print it out. The Canadian company Kor Eco-Logic has now developed the prototype of such a vehicle. The light plastic parts of
the three-wheeled hybrid vehicle named Urbee
2 can be produced by a 3D printer.
Via rapid prototyping, which means the direct
realization of CAD data in work pieces, the spatial objects can be built up layer by layer. The
plastic acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS)
was used for the prototype Urbee 2. ABS is a
construction material that can be used for 3D
printers. The molten polymer is sprayed by the
printer in thin layers until the object is completed. In contrast to the usual manufacture of components for passenger vehicles, this process
requires fewer components. For the Urbee 2,
according to the manufacturer, there are some
forty 3D components. Because of the printing
process, the components can be formed with
different thicknesses at different locations so
that high stability of the components can be
achieved with low weight.
The two-seater has two front wheels and one
rear wheel. Urbee 2 is steered over the rear
wheel.

The weight distribution is 66% at the front and
33% at the rear. A patented high-speed stability control ensures stability. A safety cage called
Exo-Skellet surrounds the occupants.
The front wheels are each driven by two DC
motors with a power of 3 kW. The 36-volt electric motor is supported by a four cylinder diesel
combustion engine with about 7 kW. The diesel
engine charges the battery of the vehicle with
the help of a generator. Top speed according to
provisional data from the manufacturer is 113
km/h. The target for fuel consumption is 0.81
l/100 km.
One of the targets of the designers in planning
the Urbee was to lower the air drag coefficient
to about half that of a traditional sports car. The
drop-form of the Urbee 2 reportedly achieves
this aerodynamic performance of the vehicle.
The air drag coefficient is 0.15. The vehicle is
3.1 meters long, 1.6 meters wide, 1.1 meters
high and weighs 544 kilograms without load.
Occupants and baggage together should not
weigh more than 227 kilograms in order to keep
within the maximum permissible gross weight of
771 kilograms.
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